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From: Beth Willis []  
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 6:21 PM 
To: Viggiani, Christopher (NIH/OD) [E] <christopher.viggiani@nih.gov> 
Subject: Concepts to inform decision-making about risk: Setting Specfic Safety Goals 

 
Hi Chris, 

 
I hope you’ve survived the last week safe and warm. As have I. 

 
A colleague asked that I pass the following on to the NSABB and the NAS. 

 
As you may know, DOE and the NRC have established specific public safety goals and mechanisms 
to determine what public risk is considered acceptable. The concepts in these materials might help 
to inform a similar effort for GOF Research of Concern, DURC, Select Agent and other risky 
biological research. I don’t believe such safety goals currently exist. 

 
DOE Nuclear Policy Safety and Goals: http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2013/12/f5/DOE_P420-
1_Final_2-8-11.pdf 

 
And 

 
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2013/12/f5/Technical_Basis_for_DOE_P_420-1.pdf 

 
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has a similar set of goals: 

 
http://nuclearsafety.gc.ca/eng/pdfs/Presentations/Guest-Speakers/2014/2014-01-13-Safety-Goals-
and-Risk-Informed-Regulation-at-the-US-NRC.pdf 

 
with best regards, 

 
Beth Willis 
Frederick Citizens for Bio-lab Safety 
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From: Kim Loll []  
Sent: Saturday, February 06, 2016 12:37 PM 
To: National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NIH/OD) <NSABB@od.nih.gov>  
Subject: Comments from the Containment Laboratories Community Advisory Committee (CLCAC) 
Frederick, Maryland 
 

 

I am writing on behalf of the Containment Laboratories Community Advisory Committee (CLCAC) 
of Frederick, Maryland. The CLCAC was formed as joint committee sponsored by both the City of 
Frederick, as well as Frederick County, MD. 
 
The purpose of the Committee is to: 
 

 Foster two-way communication between the public and the operators of the high 
containment laboratories operating at Fort Detrick and elsewhere in Frederick County.

 Seek information about public concerns and ways to address those concerns.
 Advise and make recommendations on behalf of the public to government, containment 

laboratory and Fort Detrick officials regarding opportunities to improve any laboratory-related 
operational matters that may potentially impact public safety and health.

 
The CLCAC has been following the many issues related to the current discussion on Gain of Function 
research over the last several years. Several members of CLCAC attended the January 7/8, 2016 NSABB 
Meeting or observed the webcast, and the past Chair of CLCAC, Ms. Beth Willis, was a panel member 
on the Workshop. The CLCAC would like to take this opportunity to endorse the following papers and 
presentations provided at the NSABB Meeting: 
 

 Presentation and written comments provided by Ms. Beth Willis
 Presentation and written comments provided by Dr. Marc Lipsitch

 
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this important deliberative process. We look forward to 
future opportunities to provide additional public perspective on biosafety and biosecurity policy issues 
as they relate to public health concerns. 
 
Local newspaper coverage of the January 13, 2016 CLCAC meeting following the NSABB Meeting can be 
found at: 
 
http://www.fredericknewspost.com/news/health/treatment_and_diseases/frederick-committee-
addresses-pathogen-research-debate/article_10e694b8-2a98-59ba-85dd-674337980152.html 
 
Additional information about the CLCAC and its activities can be found at: 
 
https://www.cityoffrederick.com/index.aspx?nid=127 
 

 

Sincerely, 
 
Kim R. Loll, Vice-Chair 
Containment Laboratories Community Advisory Committee 



IDSA February 23, 
2016 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

February 23, 2016 
 

[Submitted electronically to nsabb@od.nih.gov] 
 

Samuel L. Stanley, MD 
Chairman of the NSABB 
Office of Science Policy 
National Institutes of Health 

 
IDSA Comments to the NSABB Working Paper on Evaluating the Risks and 

Benefits of Gain-of-Function Studies to Formulate Policy Recommendations 
 

Dear Dr. Stanley, 
 

The Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) has closely followed the National 
Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) as it develops formal 
recommendations on how to assess the risks and benefits of gain-of-function (GOF) 
research of concern on pathogens with pandemic potential. IDSA members will be 
among the first responders to care for affected individuals in any disease outbreak, and 
will also lead research efforts to counter these disease threats. Accordingly, they are 
well positioned to understand the risks and benefits of these potentially dangerous 
experiments. Last summer, our society submitted recommendations for the NSABB as 
it worked with its contractor, Gryphon Scientific, to undertake a risk-benefit 
assessment (RBA) of the paused GOF research projects of concern, and then release its 
initial findings and recommendations. 

 
IDSA has limited our comments today to those that apply to the NSABB’s working 
paper, as it will shape the U.S. Government (USG) policy on the oversight of GOF 
research of concern. We applaud the NSABB’s efforts to address IDSA’s 
recommendations in the working paper, including its focus back to only the 
research of highest concern and its exclusion of seasonal influenza vaccine 
manufacturing and development. On the other hand, we are unified in our 
conclusion that the NSABB’s draft findings and recommendations will not provide 
the appropriate guidance needed to develop a streamlined mechanism that provides 
appropriate oversight of the risk and benefits of GOF research of concern. 

 
Below, IDSA offers specific recommendations to improve the areas of the 
working paper of greatest concern: 

 
1. Remove resistance to public health control measures as an attribute of 

GOF studies of concern  
IDSA strongly supports the NSABB’s “key finding 1,” that only a small subset of 
GOF research has risk that warrants an additional level of oversight.” As IDSA stated 
in its earlier comments, a narrow focus only on GOF research of concern will 



IDSA February 23, 
2016 

 
2: IDSA comments on the NSABB draft GOF recommendations 
 
 

avoid an inadvertent regulatory capture of low risk research, which was not mentioned in the 
original White House description of research to be included in this deliberative process. 
 
Consequently, IDSA believes the NSABB’s proposed scope of GOF of concern, research that 
generates a pathogen that is highly transmissible, highly virulent, and resistant to public health 
control measures, may be unduly narrow. The limitations set forth on research in the NSABB 
document may fail to identify any GOF research for review and regulatory oversight, notably the 
types of experiments that sparked our current deliberation over the risk of GOF of research on 
pathogens with pandemic potential. Moreover both Gryphon Scientific and a number of panelist 
speakers at the January NSABB meeting concluded that public health control measures would have 
little ability to control a widespread outbreak of a highly virulent and transmissible pathogen. As 
stated in our earlier comments, IDSA again recommends that the NSABB focus oversight on GOF 
research that would be anticipated to combine both high pathogenicity and transmissibility in a 
pathogen; while escape from medical countermeasures is a concern, it is secondary to the above 
characteristics. This definition would capture the GOF experiments of greatest concern, and ensure 
that they are reviewed appropriately to assess their risk and benefits. 
 
2.  Exempt routine, responsible vaccine manufacturing from GOF oversight 
The NSABB explicitly identifies the development and manufacture of seasonal influenza 
vaccines as not GOF research of concern. IDSA strongly agrees with this conclusion, 
understanding the critical importance of adapting and manipulating wild type influenza virus for 
improved growth in eggs and mammalian cell lines for vaccine manufacturing. However, our 
society believes that this explicit exclusion can be expanded to include all routine, responsible 
vaccine manufacturing activities. For example, the development of pre-pandemic and pandemic 
influenza vaccines uses standard methods and safety procedures that are widespread in the field. 
IDSA affirms that these routine activities pose little risk to the public, and play a critical role in 
public health preparedness. 
 
3.  Institute an independent standing board to review GOF of concern 
The NSABB working paper concludes that “the U.S. government has effective policy frameworks in 
place for managing risks associated with life sciences research.” IDSA strongly disagrees that the 
current policy frameworks, the USG Policy for Federal Oversight of DURC and the Department of 
Health and Human Services (HHS) GOF framework for H7N9 and H5N1 influenza, are sufficient to 
oversee GOF research of concern. For example, the USG DURC policy requires institutions to 
provide initial oversight of a GOF research project. As raised on several occasions by panelists at the 
January NSABB meeting, institutional biosafety committees (IBCs) vary widely in their expertise on 
assessing GOF research and lack transparent, easily accessible guidance to aid in these efforts. Often 
GOF research may reach a final line of review during submission for publication, where journal 
editors must take on the task of assessing the risk of publishing the findings; again they lack 
accessible guidance to ensure they provide appropriate review. In addition, the multiple frameworks 
of oversight for DURC, select agent research, recombinant DNA research, research that poses 
biosafety risks to human health or agriculture, research activities involving the shipment or export of 
infectious agents, and GOF research of concern create an often confusing regulatory environment 
that can impede scientific research, public health responses, and product development that are in the 
public interest. 
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Instead of building upon current oversight efforts, IDSA recommends the NSABB examine the 
formation of a standing advisory board for GOF research of concern. This board should be 
independent of GOF funding bodies and of those units within the government that may perform 
GOF research of concern, and could review GOF research of concern while also providing 
advice to investigators, IBCs, and journal editors. IDSA believes this board should include 
stakeholders with expertise in biosecurity, public health, and other relevant perspectives, and 
also have full access to the security information needed to appropriately assess GOF research. 
Given the security risks of the GOF research reviewed, it is likely that much of this board’s 
activities may not be made publically available. Therefore, it is critical that the review process 
itself be as transparent as possible, with aspects that do not involve biosecurity being open to the 
public. While IDSA proposes that this board initially focus only on GOF research of concern, 
we do believe it could provide the template -or be expanded in scope-to replace current 
oversight frameworks in providing a streamlined and appropriate oversight of all DURC. 
 
4.  Develop recommendations to address biosecurity information risks 
IDSA has noted that the NSABB working paper largely accepts Gryphon Scientific’s conclusion that 
the information risk of GOF research of concern was minimal, stating that “most of the information 
of interest is already published, or non-GOF information relating to pathogens that are more 
attractive agents of harm is already available.” IDSA asserts that while current GOF research 
information is already publically available, it is almost certain new research approaches, sequence 
information, and other data will be generated in the future that would pose novel, additional 
biosecurity information risks. IDSA strongly recommends that the NSABB reassess these risks, and 
either develop new recommendations that appropriately address them, and/or request input from 
other external science advisory groups that currently serve the Intelligence Community, with 
expertise in the life sciences and access to relevant classified information. 
 
5.  Strengthen working relationships with international GOF stakeholders 
While the NSABB working report discusses the importance of global engagement and how U.S. 
policy will likely impact other global efforts, it does not make any specific recommendations on 
how to better engage international GOF stakeholders. IDSA understands that GOF research is 
proceeding in a relatively unimpeded manner in many countries outside of the US, but strongly 
believes that any USG activity would likely play a key role in the establishment of any 
international consensus on GOF oversight. We urge the NSABB to consider recommendations 
on how the USG can build strong working relationships with the international GOF stakeholder 
community. A robust global dialogue would allow the USG to observe the effectiveness of other 
GOF oversight efforts to better inform domestic USG policy; these stronger relationships will 
also be critical in making any progress towards international GOF oversight. 
 
IDSA remains committed to ensuring that the broader scientific and science policy communities 
participates in efforts to guide GOF research appropriately. We hope the March National 
Academies of Science meeting on the NSABB’s draft recommendations will include the 
perspectives of scientists, healthcare workers, policy-makers, ethicists, and representatives from 
the public that our society believes are critical in developing an appropriate oversight of GOF 
research of concern. 
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IDSA thanks the NSABB for this opportunity to comment, and looks forward to continuing to 
work with the U.S. Government and those who advise it to clarify the decision-making process 
on how and whether to undertake high-risk life science experiments. Should you have any 
questions or concerns about these comments, please feel free to contact Greg Frank, PhD, IDSA 
Program Officer for Science and Research Policy, at gfrank@idsociety.org or 703-299-1216. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Johan S. Bakken, MD, PhD, FIDSA 
IDSA President 
 

About IDSA  
IDSA represents over 10,000 infectious diseases physicians and scientists devoted to patient 
care, disease prevention, public health, education, and research in the area of infectious diseases. 
Our members care for patients of all ages with serious infections, including meningitis, 
pneumonia, tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections such as those caused 
by methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) vancomycin-resistant enterococci 
(VRE), and Gram-negative bacterial infections such as Acinetobacter baumannii, Klebsiella 
pneumoniae, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and, finally, emerging infectious syndromes such as 
Ebola virus fever, enterovirus D68 infection, Zika virus disease, Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV), and infections caused by bacteria containing the New 
Delhi metallo-beta-lactamase (NDM) enzyme that makes them resistant to a broad range of 
antibacterial drugs. 
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From: Lynn Klotz [mailto:lynnklotz@live.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2016 6:45 PM  
To: National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NIH/OD) <NSABB@od.nih.gov>; GOF@nas.edu  
Subject: Commentary on Gryphon RBA to the NSABB and NAS 

 
 

 

Dear NSABB and NAS, 

 

The attached Commentary shows that an absolute probability of escape from a lab of an mammalian 
transmissible HPAI may be calculated, contrary to Gryphon's claim. I also do the calculation. 

 

Lynn Klotz, PhD  
Senior Science Fellow  
Center for Arms Control and Non-proliferation 

 
 
 
 

>> 
 
 
 

 

To: National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (nsabb@od.nih.gov) 

 National Academy of Sciences (GOF@nas.edu)   

From: Lynn C. Klotz, Ph.D. 
 Senior Science Fellow 
 Center for Arms Control and Non-proliferation 
 322 4th St., NE, Washington, D.C. 20002 

 

Home: 5 Duley Street  
Gloucester MA 01930  
E-mail: lynnklotz@live.com 

 

Date: February 23, 2016 
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Commentary for the March NAS meeting on GOF:  
Toward absolute probabilities for escape from a laboratory 

 

 

Summary and conclusion 
 

This Commentary presents a calculation of “direct” or “absolute” probability1 of escape from a 
laboratory of a potential pandemic pathogen, specifically mammalian-airborne-transmissible, highly-
pathogenic avian influenza viruses (matHPAI). Absolute probabilities are necessary to calculate the 
probability of a laboratory escape and subsequently the likelihood of a pandemic from an escape, a 
key goal of Gryphon Scientific’s risk-benefit (RBA) analysis. 

 
Gryphon employed a relative probability approach that in the end failed to arrive at an absolute 
probability of an escape. Thus, this key part of their analysis ended up where it started, not 
accomplishing its goal of estimating the risk of the research (risk = likelihood x consequence). Gryphon 
acknowledges this failure. 

 
Here, I will argue that Gryphon went down a wrong path by pursuing a relative probability approach. I 
will further show that it is possible to estimate absolute probability of escape by actually carrying out 
the calculation using laboratory incident data reported under the NIH reporting guidelines for BSL3 or 
BSL4 laboratories. Since all steps of my analysis are explicit and transparent to the reader, it provides a 
basis for focused discussion and assessment of each step. 

 
In comparison, Gryphon’s analysis does not explicitly provide the exact data employed or direct 
references to it, and Gryphon often provides little detail of the steps in its various analyses. This lack of 
transparency makes it difficult to verify Gryphon’s conclusions. Furthermore, Gryphon fails to define the 
meanings of or labels for various variables. For instance, if they report a value for a lab-related accident 
probability, they fail to say if the probability represents one lab for one year, one lab for many years, etc. 
This failure to define precisely key variables adds to the lack of transparency and the ability to assess 
their RBA. 

 
My analysis concludes that the probability of escape and likelihood of a potential pandemic is much too 
high, with an expected “fatality burden” of 512 fatalities per year for each lab conducting this research. 
To put this fatality burden in perspective, no Institutional Review Board tasked with assessing human 
subject research would approve a proposed research project with an expected 512 fatalities per year. 

 
Dr. Marc Lipsitch, in his presentation at the January 2016 National Science Advisory Board for 
Biosecurity (NSABB) meeting, described published research to understand how HPAI may become 
airborne transmissible in humans that does not require live matHPAI viruses. Many mutations that 
contribute to airborne transmission have already been identified by this research without employing 
live virus. Thus, there is little to be lost by banning the live virus research. 
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I conclude that NIH should not fund this specific matHPAI research and should also not fund any other 
research with comparable risk. Since the NSABB mandate is very narrow, only whether NIH should fund 
the research, the NSABB should strongly recommend that the U.S. ban the research regardless of 
funding source, and recommend that the State Department make a serious effort at an international 
agreement to ban the research. 

 
 

 
Two approaches for estimating absolute probabilities of a lab escape and subsequent pandemic 

 
To estimate the likelihood (probability) of a pandemic beginning with a laboratory escape of a matHPAI, 
there are two general approaches: 

 
(1) A “bottom-up” approach where probabilities are obtained for significant mechanical/equipment 
failures or for human error that can lead to laboratory acquired infections (LAIs) and other escape paths 
into the community. Then, add them all up. This appears to be Gryphon’s approach. The approach here 
is bottom-up as well, but it starts with laboratory incident data reported under the NIH reporting 
guidelines for BSL3 or BSL4 laboratories, a starting point and path forward different from Gryphon’s. 

 
(2) The “top-down” or “real-data” approach. A number of us have been arguing that Gryphon should 
have taken into account real data as well (for instance, the probability of escape into the community 
of undetected or unreported LAIs calculated from the 2013 CDC report). Gryphon’s valid criticism of 
the CDC data is that the LAIs were for bacterial pathogens, and certainly not for matHPAI viruses. 

 
Gryphon could have carried out a “control” calculation to demonstrate that its approach can produce 
probabilities of escape through LAIs comparable to those calculated from the 2013 CDC data. If the two 
calculations end up with greater than one or two orders-of-magnitude difference, there is a problem 
with their data used in the bottom-up approach. In a conversation with Gryphon’s Managing Director, 
Rocco Casagrande, he pointed out the data they have collected is not relevant to bacterial select agents, 
so the control calculation could not be done. But they could and should have collected the missing data 
as part of their risk-benefit analysis (RBA) to gain confidence in their bottom-up approach data. 

 
In its RBA, Gryphon notes that human error far exceeds mechanical failure. This is borne out by NIH 
reported incident data (see below) and by the highly publicized recent incidents of human errors leading 
to escapes into the community. 

 
It is a hypothesis of this Commentary that likelihood of human error will be similar in laboratories 
researching matHPAI and in laboratories researching other less dangerous select agents. A further 
hypothesis is that absolute probabilities of escape can be estimated from data already publically 
available and can be supplemented by data gathered easily. This is a more useful and different approach 
from Gryphon’s approach that employs relative probabilities. 
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Toward absolute probabilities: A flow chart analysis of paths for escape from a laboratory 
 

To determine the absolute probability of escape for a matHPAI virus from a BSL3 laboratory, a number 
of events must occur, beginning with an incident that can involve mechanical or equipment failure or 
human error. The flow chart in Figure 1 describes the events and connections among events, and it lists 
symbols for probabilities2 that would eventually lead to an escape. For a matHPAI virus, an escape 
could lead to a pandemic.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Flow chart of events leading to a lab escape and a pandemic. 
 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

In the Figure 1 rendering, there are two independent paths for escape: (1) the undetected or unreported 
LAI path (top to bottom) and (2) the purposeful removal from containment path (to the left). 
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For path (1), the likelihood (probability) of a pandemic is L1pan = pinc x pe x pLAI x puu x ppan. Here, pinc is the 
probability that there is an incident is the first place. pe is the probability that the incident involves 
exposure of one or more lab personnel. pLAI is the ratio of LAIs to exposures (not strictly a probability 
because it includes multiple LAI from each exposure). puu is the probability that the LAIs are undetected 
or unreported, so infected persons leave the laboratory into the community. In the flow chart, the 
undetected or unreported LAI moves outside the red laboratory boundary into the community. Finally, 
ppan is the probability that a pandemic results. 

 
For path (2), the likelihood of a pandemic is L2pan = prem x p2LAI x ppan. Here, prem is the probability that a 
matHPAI is purposely removed from the laboratory. This could happen for a number of reasons, a 
common reason being that a researcher has mistakenly believed that the pathogen has been made 
inactive and is removed for research in a BSL2 lab or removed for transport to another facility. 

 
The overall rate at which pandemics occur (effectively, the probability of generating a pandemic 
per calendar year) is 

 
Lpan = (pinc x pe x pLAI x puu x ppan) + (prem x p2LAI x ppan) 

 
All probabilities in this analysis should be estimated for one year and one lab, as this is the basic 
probability from which many-lab, many-year escape probabilities can be readily calculated. 

 
 

 

Determining values for the probabilities 
 

For path (1), start with pinc. It is a probability that should be obtainable with reasonable accuracy from 
incident data for many labs over many years. Gryphon should already have this data. I would guess 
that it is possible that every lab would experience some reportable incident each year, for instance a 
spill. So, pinc might be 50% or greater. To be a bit more conservative, I will assume that p inc =0.2, which 
assumes a lab will experience on average one incident every five years (1/0.2). This is likely a generous 
probability reduction. 

 
In a telephone conversation with Rocco Casagrande, he commented that only 2% of incidents result in 
personnel being exposed. In analyzing incidents that result in LAIs3 (Table 1), clearly exposure has 
occurred. 

 
Thus, the probability that an incident escapes containment and a lab worker is exposed is pe = 2% = 0.02. 
So 98% of the time incidents involve no personnel exposure (1-pe = 98%) and no LAI could occur. 
Gryphon should be able to comment on the accuracy of the 2% number--that is, how much data 
supports it. This is a key number. 

 
To estimate the other probabilities, I turn to a table of reported lab incidents collected for the Final 
Supplementary Risk Assessment for the Boston University National Emerging Infectious Diseases 
Laboratories (NEIDL). (http://www.bu.edu/neidl/files/2013/01/SFEIR-Volume-III.pdf) This 2,716 page 
risk assessment is abbreviated as the SFEIR (Supplemental Final Environmental Impact Report). 
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An informative table in the SFEIR is Table D-7, “Recent Reported Incidents Involving U.S. BSL-3 
laboratory Facilities.” The table is 27 pages long and lists and summarizes 118 incidents, with 23 
incidents involving viruses. The table does not report the number of laboratories reporting and their 
years of operation, so probabilities for each of the different kinds of incidents cannot be ascertained 
(the frequently encountered “denominator” problem). However, it does provide a way that allows the 
probabilities downstream of pe in Figure 1 to be estimated, using as denominator the 118 incidents. 

 
The table covers 1984 through 2010, with most reported incidents after the year 2000. I sorted the table 
to collect all the LAIs together. The sorted table, including only confirmed LAIs, with a few columns 
deleted and a few non-substantive changes, is presented in Table 1 below. 
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For the 118 reported incidents in Table 1, 19 involved LAIs in laboratory personnel, some incidents with 
multiple infected persons. These 19 are shown in the table. In my reading of the table descriptions, 15 of 
the 19 incidents involved undetected and unreported LAIs, where presumably the infected persons left 
the lab and entered the community before they were later diagnosed with infection; that is, the 
pathogen escaped the laboratory. This is contrary to Gryphon’s claim that most exposures would be 
detected, the infected persons would be quarantined until found to be not infected or until the infection 
cleared. 

 
A direct estimate of the probability that an LAI is undetected or unreported, puu, from these data would 
be 15/19= 79%. A very cautious matHPAI research lab might quarantine those who thought that they 
may have been exposed. For calculation purposes, puu = 0.20 or 20% will be used. This may be a 
generous reduction, as laboratory management and researchers may be reluctant to be quarantined 
based only on a thought. 

 
Backing up on the flow chart to pLAI, of the 118 reported incidents 17 resulted in LAIs. Taking into 
account that some incidents involve more than one LAI, the total number of LAIs was 38 (red-highlighted 
in Table 1). No fatalities were reported, which likely would not be the case with matHPAI. Thus, the 
probability or rate of LAIs per incident is pLAI = 38/118 = 0.32 or 32%. 

 
The probability values are summarized in Table 2, along with their source and rationale for values used 
in the analysis.  

 
 Parameter Symbol  Direct Estimate Rationale for 
Value Used in Analysis Definition & Source Value Used in Analysis 
     

 
pinc = 0.2 or 20% probability there is likely that every lab would experience 
 a reportable incident some incident each year (e.g. a spill 
  with or without a potential exposure) 

pe = 0.02 or 2% probability a lab worker probability is 2% according to 
 is exposed in incident Rocco Casagrande comment 

pLAI = 0.32 or 32% rate of LAIs 118 reported incidents with 
 per incident 38 total LAIs; 38/118 rate 
  or LAIs per incident 

puu = 0.2 or 20% probability that an from the LAI data 15 of 19 
 LAI is undetected LAIs were undetected or 
 or unrported unreported (uu), implies 

  puu = 15/19 = 79% 

prem = ? probability that difficult to obtain 
 an matHPAI is  
 purposely removed  
 from the laboratory  

 
assumes, conservatively, one  
incident every five years,  
years = 1/0.2 per lab 
 
2% value used in the analysis  
implies one exposure every  
50 years = 1/0.02 
 
32% value used in the analysis 

 

 
cautious lab might quarantine  
those who thought they may 
have been exposed, so puu  
reduced from 79% to 20% 

 
not used in the analysis 

 
p2LAI = ? probability that removed different from and not used in the analysis 
 matHPAI will result greater than pLAI  
 in an LAI     

Table 2. Summary of probabilities used in the analysis.  
(http://osp.od.nih.gov/office-biotechnology-activities/biosafety/institutional-biosafety-committees/incident-reporting)  
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Although not a large data set, there is enough data here to carry out a preliminary estimate of the 
likelihood or probability of escape from a lab, Lesc. 

 
Lesc = pinc x pe x pLAI x puu = 0.2 x 0.02 x 0.32 x 0.2 = 0.000256 or 0.025% 

 
In addition, the 0.025% does not include escapes from purposeful removal from a laboratory. For 
purposeful removal, probability data might be obtainable from a larger number of incident reports than 
those collected for Table 1. There is one example of purposeful removal in Table 1, and we know of 
several more from past human errors and for recent human errors at the CDC and Dugway. 

 
The flow chart and the analysis here should identify explicitly those probabilities where more data might 
be sought. Even though the probabilities can be made better with more data, those used in the analysis 
here are likely good enough to provide a fair estimate for the absolute probability of laboratory escape 
and subsequently the likelihood of a pandemic. 

 
It has been argued that labs working with matPAI are designed to be safer mechanically than other BSL3 
and BSL3+ labs. I agree. But human errors dominate. Table D-7 in the SFEIR risk assessment bears this 
out: 

 
 82 likely human errors
 19 likely mechanical or equipment failures
 3 non applicable incidents
 14 incidents where it was unclear if human error was involved.

 
So of the 118 incidents, 82 errors or 69% are human errors, not mechanical or equipment failure. In 
the bulleted list, I say likely because in a few of the incidents, the descriptions are not clear enough to 
classify them definitely. Nevertheless, my conclusion holds that many more incidents involve human 
error than mechanical or equipment failure. Comments in the Gryphon RBA also agree that human 
errors dominate. 

 
In many of the 118 incidents reported in Table D-7, for example needle sticks, animal bites and other 
clearly direct exposures “no further information was available.” These are not shown in Table 1, but 
some may have resulted in LAIs. Most pathogens were not highly contagious or deadly and easily 
treatable, so I expect the worker could go home. 

 
All that remains is to determine the likelihood of a pandemic from a lab escape from an LAI in the 
community. For this probability, I consulted Figure 4 in the Lipsitch et al. (2003) paper 
(http://science.sciencemag.org/content/sci/300/5627/1966.full.pdf). The figure is reproduced below for 
convenience to the reader. 
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The graphs were generated using branching theory, a pure mathematical construct, which requires only 
two parameters, the mean R0 (the reproductive number or the average number of people an infected 
person infects) and the variance to mean ratio k, which measures the variation in number of people 
each infected person infects. For instance, some people infected with SARS will infect many other 
people (super spreaders) and others will infect no one; this implies SARS has a large variance to mean 
ratio k. I assume for mtHPAI, the subject of this analysis, k will be smaller, perhaps 1 to 2. 

 
Estimating R0 = 2 and k = 2 and a single LAI, the probability of a pandemic, ppan, is about 50% from the 
green curve in Figure 4a. For more than one LAI entering the community, the probability rises steeply 
(e.g, Figure 4B for 5LAIs). 

 
Gryphon claims that the probability would not be so high because of public-health efforts to mitigate 
the spread of community infections. Those of us who watched the 2009 H1N1 pandemic unfold 
know that such mitigation efforts are likely futile for fast spreading pandemic influenza viruses. 

 
Thus the likelihood or probability of a pandemic for path (1) is estimated to be 

 
L1pan = L1esc x ppan = 000256 x 0.5 = 0.000128 

 
This is the likelihood for a single lab for a single year. 

 
 

 

Fatality burden for a single lab in a single year 
 

Assuming the number of fatalities is 4 million, one-tenth of those from the 1918 pandemic flu, the 
fatality burden for a single lab in a single year is 

 
Fatality burden = 0.000128 x 4 million = 512 fatalities 
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To put this fatality burden in perspective, no Institutional Review Board tasked with assessing human 
subject research would approve a proposed research project with an expected 512 fatalities per year. 

 
It should be noted this fatality burden is considerably more than that calculated by me based largely on 
Gryphon’s numbers in my commentary for the January 2016 NSABB meeting. In that calculation, I 
questioned that their pandemic likelihood was 50% too low, because of an additional 2% probability of 
unknown origin in the Gryphon analysis. I argue that my calculation using the probabilities estimated 
here is closer to the true probability of escape. I welcome a response from Gryphon to see if we can 
reconcile our differences. 

 
For a research enterprise of ten labs conducting this research for ten years, the likelihood of a 
pandemic is about 100-times greater or 1.28%. I find it very worrisome that laboratory research which 
could spawn 4 million fatalities has a 1.28% chance of happening in the near future. The assumptions in 
this analysis are conservative; one reason being that labs in other parts of the world may be much less 
safe than labs in developed nations. 

 
This live virus research is just too risky to carry out, especially since other means of identifying mutations 
that lead to airborne transmission in mammals are available. Thus, there is very little to be lost by 
banning this live virus research.  

 

 
1 “Absolute probability” is the term used by Gryphon Scientific in its risk-benefit analysis (RBA). It seems like a 
contradiction in terms, since “probability” implies uncertainly, not something absolute. I prefer “direct” 
probability as it implies leading directly toward a goal. Nevertheless, I will stick with the Gryphon term throughout 
this analysis.  
2 Each variable p with a subscript is a conditional probability of the event in the chain leading to an accident, 
given that the previous event in the chain occurred, with two exceptions. pinc is an annual probability (effectively 
a rate) that an incident occurs. pLAI is a ratio of LAI to exposure, taking into account multiple LAIs in the same 
exposure event.  
3 Many incidents that must be reported to the NIH involve spills that did not lead to LAIs. The NIH reporting 
guidelines state “spills or accidents occurring in high containment (BL3 or BL4) laboratories resulting in an overt 
or potential exposure must be immediately reported.” (http://osp.od.nih.gov/office-biotechnology-
activities/biosafety/institutional-biosafety-committees/incident-reporting) Potential exposures imply loss of 
containment to me. 
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To: National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (nsabb@od.nih.gov) 

 National Academy of Sciences (GOF@nas.edu)   

From: Lynn C. Klotz, Ph.D. 
 Senior Science Fellow 
 Center for Arms Control and Non-proliferation 
 322 4th St., NE, Washington, D.C. 20002 

 

Home: 5 Duley Street  
Gloucester MA 01930  
E-mail: lynnklotz@live.com 

 

Date: March 6, 2016 
 
 
 

Addendum to my February 23 Commentary for the March NAS meeting on GOF:  
Toward absolute probabilities for escape from a laboratory 

 

 

My February 23 Commentary presents a calculation of “direct” or “absolute” probability of escape from 
 

a laboratory of a potential pandemic pathogen, specifically mammalian-airborne-transmissible, highly-
pathogenic avian influenza viruses (matHPAI). Absolute probabilities are necessary to calculate the 
probability of a laboratory escape and subsequently the likelihood of a pandemic from an escape, a 
key goal of Gryphon Scientific’s risk-benefit (RBA) analysis. 

 
To obtain data for my calculation, I employed Table D-7 of reported lab incidents collected for the Final 
Supplementary Risk Assessment for the Boston University National Emerging Infectious Diseases 
Laboratories (NEIDL). (http://www.bu.edu/neidl/files/2013/01/SFEIR-Volume-III.pdf) This 2,716 page 
risk assessment is abbreviated as the SFEIR (Supplemental Final Environmental Impact Report). 

 
Table D-7 lists and summarizes 118 exposure or potential exposure incidents in BSL3 labs, up to the 
year 2010. Although not a large data set, there was enough data in Table D-7 to carry out a preliminary 
estimate of the likelihood or probability of escape from a lab, which I did in my February 23 
Commentary. 

 
This small data set can be considerably strengthened in several ways: 

 
(1) It can be brought up to date by including data from 2011 through 2015. 

 
(2) The original incident reports to NIH should be read to clarify the few cases where summaries were 
confusing. I assume Table D-7 was prepared by the group carrying out the SFEIR analysis, so it is a 
secondary source. 
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(3) Similar data should be available from the European Union, and should be included. 
 

Gryphon Scientific should be well positioned to carry out these three tasks quickly. They may already 
have much of the data. The original reports to the NIH (and the EU) should be made publically available 
by Gryphon, with names redacted of course, so we can make our own assessments. 

 
Since the absolute or direct probability of escape for a matHPAI is the most important probability in 
the risk analysis, every attempt should be made to find a reasonable estimate of it. The method I 
demonstrated in my preliminary analysis seems to me to be a good way of finding a reasonable 
estimate. 
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Comments of The American Association of Immunologists (AAI) to the National Science 
Advisory Board for Biosecurity on Gain-of-Function Studies 

 
Submitted on behalf of AAI by Lauren G. Gross, J.D., Director of Public Policy and Government 

Affairs The American Association of Immunologists (AAI) March 8, 2016 
 

The American Association of Immunologists (AAI), the largest professional association of 
immunologists in the world, representing more than 7,700 basic and clinical immunologists, 
appreciates the opportunity to provide comments to the National Science Advisory Board for 
Biosecurity (NSABB) Working Group on Gain-of-Function (GOF) Studies. 
 
AAI appreciates the careful and thorough investigation of the risks, benefits, and public health 
considerations associated with select GOF research studies. The resulting working paper is a well-
thought out document that provides an excellent foundation for the final ruling on this topic. 
 
AAI is largely in favor of the draft recommendations that have been provided by the Working 
Group. There are, however, some concerns that have not yet been fully addressed. Importantly, 
the steps for implementation of these recommendations are not clearly laid out. AAI strongly 
recommends that these recommendations be implemented very cautiously to avoid potential 
burdens, including: 

1) negatively affecting beneficial research perceived as GOF, but posing little real danger to 
public health, and 

2) increasing the administrative burden on investigators and/or grant reviewers, taking away 
time and effort from important experimental research. 

To avoid these unintended consequences, AAI believes that Recommendation 2 (to utilize 
existing policy frameworks) is the most crucial aspect of these new guidelines. 
 
AAI believes that, very unfortunately, an individual intent on using biomedical research for 
nefarious purposes would not be prevented from doing so by these recommendations, and that 
instead, restriction of GOF research studies could actually impede advances in discovering the 
function and transmission of, as well as potential countermeasures against, natural and man - 
made biological threats. Because the risk profile of GOF studies is similar to studies using select 
agents, it may, in many cases, be more appropriate to apply current Dual Use Research of 
Concern (DURC) policies to these studies. 

 
__________________________________________________________ 1451 ROCKVILLE PIKE, SUITE 650, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 
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From: Giga Gerard 
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2016 4:17 PM 
To: National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NIH/OD) <NSABB@od.nih.gov> 
Subject: Public Comment 

 
F. Gerard Lelieveld, Den Haag,  
as a concerned citizen 
I listened for four whole days to your deliberations at the NSABB and NAS. 
Here I offer you my conclusion:  

Stop genetic manipulation of ALL 
virusses and pathogens, 

 

all else remains open for debate 
and allows for malice!! 
Thank you. 
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From: Annie De Groot MD CEO/CSO 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 4:48 PM 
To: National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NIH/OD) <NSABB@od.nih.gov> 
Cc: Leo Einck <leinck@epivax.com>; Lenny Moise <lmoise@epivax.com>; Bill Martin 
Martin <martinb@epivax.com> 
Subject: Researchers at EpiVax, Inc. propose slight modification to GOF text 
 

 

To whom it may concern, 
 
We, researchers at EpiVax, commend the Academy for organizing the recent Gain-of-Function (GOF) 
Symposium. We participated by Webex and we appreciate the hard work that went into bringing all of 
the parties together for this important discussion. 
 
We conduct in silico studies to direct vaccine development. 
 
We also create and test synthetic, non-infectious vaccines, that are modified to improve vaccine 
efficacy, yet we were recently denied funding due to GOF concerns. 
 
We commend the NSABB Working Group's draft paper suggestion to restrict the definition of GOF 
studies of concern to those which create pathogens. We further commend the text in lines 465 - 
468 evaluating the GOF risk in vaccine development studies. We would suggesting edits to that 
paragraph as follows: 
 
In general, GOF studies that were not considered by the working group to entail significant risks were 
those that would adapt human pathogens to mammals to generate animal models or enhance the 
growth of attenuated vaccine strains. Attenuated vaccine strains would conform to the NSABB 
recommendations regarding transmission, virulence and susceptibility to control measures. GOF studies 
of antigenic drift or immune evasion using both synthetic and vaccine constructs that are commonly used 
to guide vaccine selection pose minimal GOF risk. 
 
Best regards 
 
Annie De Groot MD 
 

 
Annie De Groot M.D. 
CEO/CSO EpiVax 
EpiVax, Inc. 
146 Clifford Street, 
Providence, RI 02903 
 
annied@epivax.com 
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From: Morgan, Kara [mailto:morgankm@battelle.org] 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2016 3:22 PM 
To: GOF@nas.edu; National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NIH/OD) <NSABB@od.nih.gov> 
Cc: BNBI - Fitch, Joseph P <Joseph.Fitch@nbacc.dhs.gov>; Baruch Fischhoff <baruch@cmu.edu> 
Subject: Comments for GOF Committee on decision process, criteria and definitions 

 
Members of NSABB, 

 

It was a pleasure to present at the 2nd GOF symposium several weeks ago. I came away from the 
discussions deeply impressed by the complexity of the issues and also with the thorough efforts of the 
board to consider all the relevant perspectives and possible options before moving forward. 

 
In thinking about the topic over the past few weeks, I have decided there is one specific area for which I 
would like to provide additional thoughts. Specifically, how can the system learn from the lessons in the 
institution-level case-by-case review of studies to determine those that may require additional 
oversight, and how can the system incorporate those learnings back into the knowledge being used to 
make those decisions? As a decision scientist, my initial reaction to the institution -level case-by -case 
review process concerns me because there are challenges in ensuring consistency and probably more 
importantly, no mechanism for capturing the expertise that is being applied in these  
decisions. However, from what I heard at the meeting, I understand that the GOF community is not at a 
point they can a priori identify an agreed-upon set of definitions or criteria or standards to apply to 
those decisions across the board, so that is not a feasible option. 

 
My recommendation is that if “case-by -case” at the institution level is the way decisions are going to 
made for now, NSABB could institute a reporting requirement – for those institutional boards to 
submit information on studies that go forward and those that don’t. Then, there can be a mechanism 
to learn from those reviews and decisions about the studies, and share back the learnings (definitions, 
criteria) to NSABB and to the community. If there seem to be emerging themes from this analysis that 
NSABB decides should be added to the “additional oversight” process, they can do that. Instead of 
using the criteria to drive the decision, this process would use the decisions to define the criteria. 

 
This approach would allow for it to be acceptable to let things stay as they are for now in terms of 
having a “case-by-case” process at the institution level and being fuzzy on definitions, but would define 
a clear process (and I would recommend setting timelines) for moving forward to clear definitions (as it 
was stated researchers are looking for). In addition, this approach would include facilitated information 
sharing, learning and improvement across the enterprise. How NSABB would incentivize folks to share 
their study proposals and review decisions with you is a problem that will need to be solved, but it 
seems solvable. 

 
Please feel free to contact me if you have questions or would like additional clarifications. 

 
Sincerely,  

 
 
Kara Morgan, Ph.D.  
Research Leader  
Health and Analytics  
Office: 614.424-4944 
morgankm@battelle.org 
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Comments on the May 6 NSABB Working Group Draft Report --- Recommendations for 
the Evaluation and Oversight of Proposed Gain---of---Function Research 5---6---2016 
Marc Lipsitch  
Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health 

 

Overall I congratulate the NSABB and its working group on incorporating a number of issues 
raised at prior meetings and at the NAS Symposium into this revised draft. This draft 
addresses key issues to a significantly better degree than prior versions. 

 

The following comments are limited to the Findings and Recommendations. 
 

Finding 1 is exactly correct. 
 

Finding 2 is overly optimistic. It makes no reference to the problems of conflict of interest, real 
or perceived, that arise when those performing oversight are employed by, or funded by, 
those who benefit from performing or sponsoring the research. It also acknowledges, but does 
not sufficiently emphasize, that these decisions are made without adequate quantitative data 
on the risks, and that this lack of data is a direct consequence of the secrecy requirements as 
interpreted by CDC and other agencies that both regulate and perform GOFROC, and that 
oversee biosafety and DURC issues more generally, including Select Agents. The recent USA 
Today article http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2016/05/10/cdc---lab---secret--- 
sanctions/84163590/ clarifies this point further, that as both regulator and subject of 
regulation, CDC continues to evade public scrutiny of repeated laboratory errors, including 
three more examples of improperly killed high---containment pathogens being transported out 
of high containment, thereby circumventing all the mechanical and biological protections 
specific to high---containment labs. 

 

Finding 3 is correct but is too limited. The fact is that even during the period of highest scrutiny, 
the current funding pause, there have been NIH---funded GOF studies performed on 
coronaviruses that violate the spirit, and I believe the letter, of the funding pause, with very 
unclear explanations given (1). There has been federal funding cited for what is clearly 
influenza GOF as well (2), also during the funding pause. These are only the examples I have 
become aware of, and it is very likely that there are others. If even the funding pause ordered 
by the White House cannot for a short period stop federally---funded GOF research of concern, 
it is unclear why we should expect that those systems in place before the pause should be 
adequate. 

 

Finding 4 is unclear as I am not sure what an “adaptive” policy is or what the alternative 
option would be. 

 
The bold text of Finding 5 is correct, but the explanatory text is confusing. None of the examples of 
unjustifiable research is an example of GOFROC, nor even are they all clearly examples of risks 
outweighing benefits (human subjects not giving consent is a concern for other reasons, not always 
to do with risks). In line 1159 the text “or that entail benefits that are 
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unjustifiable in the light of the risks“ appears to misstate what is meant “…entail risks that 
are unjustifiable in light of the benefits.” Risks must be justified; benefits are the justification. 

 
I also disagree with the statements on lines 1161---2: “There may be GOFROC that should not be 
funded on ethical grounds but it is difficult to identify or describe such studies based on general or 
hypothetical descriptions.” Just as there are clear lines of unethical behavior in research involving 
human subjects, it should be considered unethical (for example) to conduct a study which imposes 
a risk of starting a large---scale outbreak or pandemic of a virulent pathogen, in order to gain 
scientific knowledge where similar scientific goals could be met or equivalent public health benefit 
could be gained through alternative approaches not involving pandemic or outbreak risk. This claim 
has not been generally accepted to date, and I would not argue that GOFROC to date has been 
unethical, but I would argue (and have argued in a peer---reviewed publication) that the same 
principles that lead us to accept restrictions on human subjects research – demanding 
humanitarian benefit when risks are significant, and only permitting significant risks to humans 
when alternatives are unavailable – should also restrict GOFROC (3). 

 

Finding 6 seems correct, subject to the concerns about the inadequacy of current 
mechanisms noted above. 

 

Finding 7 is correct but needs a corresponding recommendation for how to create 
international oversight, and this is lacking. 

 

Recommendation 1 and supporting text are improved from prior drafts. The “resistance to 
countermeasures” criterion has been appropriately removed, but it is to some extent 
retained in the language: 

 

To be considered “capable of wide and uncontrollable spread in human 
populations” it must be judged that there would be limited options for 
controlling the spread of the pathogen other than patient isolation or 
quarantine. Such a determination might be made, for instance, if humans 
lack population immunity to the resulting pathogen, if the pathogen would 
evade or suppress the human immune response, if the pathogen would be 
resistant to medical countermeasures, or if existing countermeasures would 
be unavailable globally in sufficient quantities. 

 

 

The idea that medical countermeasures alone would be sufficient to reduce the risk of spread of a 
novel infection is untenable, as recent events dramatically illustrate. Even the basic 
countermeasures of hygiene and safe burial, routinely available in the US, were not “available” 
enough to prevent the West African Ebola outbreak from infecting tens of thousands. The current 
Yellow Fever outbreak represents uncontrolled spread of a virus for which a nearly perfect vaccine 
has been available for decades. While the further spread of this virus will likely be exacerbated by 
vaccine shortages, the main problem leading to the current amount of spread is not a vaccine 
shortage but the fact that the vaccine has not been used in advance of 
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the epidemic in many places. For most anti---flu countermeasures global availability is 
extremely poor (4). At best, the “unavailable globally in sufficient quantities” proviso 
essentially is so universally true that the “’limited options” clause would apply to every 
infectious agent. At worst, it complicates interpretation. The “uncontrollable spread” aspect 
should be removed from the first criterion for clarity and brevity. 

 
The Yersinia experiment of engineering greater pneumonic tropism for plague in an antibiotic 
resistant strain described in Appendix C is a good example of how the “limited options” proviso 
complicates the situation unnecessarily. Surely the same experiment to enhance transmissibility, 
performed in an antibiotic---susceptible strain, would create substantial risk of uncontrolled 
spread, given that (a) it might not be recognized and properly treated, even in places with good 
health infrastructure and (b) there are many parts of the world where treatment is not available 
on a widespread basis for pneumonic plague. This is exactly the sort of project where the “lack of 
countermeasures” criterion could create a false sense of security. 

 

The paragraph at line 1274 and following is an important addition reflecting discussions 
at NAS. 

 
The principles for consideration of GOFROC numbered i through viii are also improved. Principle  
iv speaks of “the same scientific question” while the explanatory text describes “provide the 
same or very similar information [as a GOFROC approach].” The two should be harmonized to 
“the same or similar,” as one can always define a scientific question that can only be 
answered in one way, such as “what is the result of performing manipulation X on strain Y?” 
which can only be answered with one experiment. There should be no opportunity to 
circumvent this essential criterion by semantics. 

 

I remain concerned that department---level review (which in practice currently means HHS) 
cannot be independent given the real conflicts of interest between funding and regulating such 
research. At a minimum, such a panel should include a substantial membership from non--- 
government employees and/or other departments. 

 

Overall, while the principles laid out in this recommendation have many strengths, I am 
concerned that the institutional arrangement may be essentially indistinguishable from 
that established by the 2014 HHS Frameworks, which were not judged adequate. 

 

Recommendation 3 is excellent, as is Recommendation 3.1 in particular. It should be made 
explicit that the secrecy barriers currently in place should be reconsidered in light of the 
strong evidence that secrecy prevents effective learning from mistakes and accountability. 
Again the recent USA Today story on CDC lapses is very much on point 
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2016/05/10/cdc---lab---secret---sanctions/84163590/. 

 
Recommendation 4 is appropriate, and I would suggest that specific types of experiments be 
added to the list of prohibited experiments under the Select Agent Rule, as has been suggested 
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previously http://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news---perspective/2016/03/commentary---six-
--policy--- options---conducting---gain---function---research . 

 

Recommendation 5 is very important and excellent, and 6 and 7 are very good as well.  
However more specific ideas for international oversight would be most welcome. 
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**DRAFT** 
 
 

A Proposed Oversight and Decision Mechanism for 
 

Creating and/or Researching Potential Pandemic Pathogens 
 
 
Lynn C. Klotz, PhD, 
Senior Science Fellow, Center for Arms Control and Non-proliferation. 
Dr. Klotz may be reached at lynnklotz@live.com 
 
May 12, 2016 
 
Introduction 

 

About two years ago, the White House ordered (here and here) a “deliberative process and research 
funding pause” for gain-of-function studies on viruses that “would have enhanced pathogenicity 
[virulence] and/or transmissibility in mammals via the respiratory route.” This White-House-ordered 
activity is now near completion; the National Advisory Board on Biosecurity has just issued its Draft Final 
Report 
 
The viruses that are the subject of the White House order include highly pathogenic Asian influenza 
viruses that can transmit disease from mammal to mammal by the respiratory route (airborne 
transmission). Such viruses have already been created in the laboratory, in particular but not limited to 
the laboratories of Ron Fouchier and Yoshihiro Kawaoka. If one of these viruses escaped a laboratory, it 
could seed a pandemic with thousands to millions of human fatalities. These are called GOF studies of 
concern by the National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB), or simply studies of concern. 

 

Any review mechanism for studies of concern must take into account risk-benefit, biosafety, biosecurity 
and other international consequences such as demands for reparations for morbidity and mortality 
from a laboratory escape. Allowing the most dangerous research to proceed sends a message to other 
nations that such research is acceptable; and it may send the wrong message that the U.S. is embarking 
on the most-dangerous-imaginable biological weapons development. 

 
A proactive and on-going review process for studies of concern that involves several committees is 
proposed here: 
 

o A means of identifying which studies could seed a pandemic in humans if a laboratory-created  
pathogen escaped. 

o A Committee of Outside Experts (COE) to review such research to supplement the current  
Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) review and Federal review, presumably NIH 
internal review.1 

 
o A White-House Committee (WHC) charged with making decisions when there is disagreement 

among the three committees whether the studies should or should not be conducted 
(banned) in the U.S. 
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The WHC could include members from the National Security Council, the Office of Science and 
Technology Policy, the Department of State, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and 
perhaps others. This committee composition would help ensure that dual-use security concerns, 
biosafety risk to the community, and international ramifications are addressed. The WHC would 
recommend to the President to ban a particular study of concern. 

 

The just released NSABB Draft Final Report in its Findings and Recommendations has come to some of 
the same conclusions as the proposal here; for instance, the possibility of banning some studies of 
concern: 

 
“Finding 5. There are life sciences research studies, including possibly some GOF research of concern, that should not 
be conducted because the potential risks associated with the study are not justified by the potential benefits.” 

 
Summaries of the current state of affairs, criticisms of the NSABB rules, and discussion of this 
Proposal follows: 

 
 

 

Problems with the NSABB rules for identifying “studies of concern” 
 

In the Gain-of-Function Research Symposium held at the National Academy of Sciences (March 10-
11, 2016), the NSABB gave a presentation (Slides 12 and 13) summarizing its conclusions on funding 
and oversight for GOF studies of concern. The NSABB concluded: 

 
“Research proposals involving GOF studies of concern…should be reviewed carefully for biosafety and biosecurity 
implications, as well as potential benefits, prior to determining whether they are acceptable for funding. If 
funded, such projects should be subject to ongoing oversight at the NIH and institutional levels.” 

 
GOF studies of concern needed to be defined. The NSABB offered the following three rules: 

 
“A GOF study of concern is one that could generate a pathogen with all of the following attributes: 
1. The pathogen generated is highly transmissible in a relevant mammalian model.  
2. The pathogen generated is highly virulent in a relevant mammalian model. 
3. The pathogen generated is more likely capable of being spread among human populations than currently  
circulating strains of the pathogen.” 

 
In its presentation, the NSABB emphasizes that all three rules must apply by underlining the word “all”. 
The White House called for a “deliberative process and research funding pause” for GOF studies on 
viruses that “would have enhanced pathogenicity [virulence] and/or transmissibility in mammals via the 
respiratory route.” The “and/or” was usually interpreted as “or”. The NSABB changing now to the word 
“all” fundamentally changes the discussion, and could allow dangerous virus strains to escape their 
studies-of-concern designation. 

 
In the Draft Final Report, the NSABB has dropped Rule 3, but still insists that both Rules 1 and 2 must be 
met to be a GOF study of concern. In slightly different language: 

 
“To be considered [Gain of function research of concern] GOFROC, the research must, in a single step or over the 
course of manipulations, be reasonably anticipated to generate a pathogen with both of the following attributes: 
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i. The pathogen generated is likely highly transmissible and likely capable of wide and uncontrollable spread in 
human populations. 

 
ii. The pathogen generated is likely highly virulent and likely to cause significant morbidity and/or mortality in 
humans.” 

 
To make the discussion more real, let’s concentrate on one type of pathogen: mammalian-airborne-
transmissible, highly-pathogenic avian influenza viruses (matHPAI). Some of these dangerous 
matHPAI strains created in Fouchier’s and Kawaoka’s laboratories might not qualify as studies of 
concern under the NSABB rules. For instance, a strain that is highly transmissible and only modestly 
virulent in ferrets might not be captured as a study of concern. We would certainly not like to see 
such a strain escape from a laboratory. The problem here is that both rules must apply to qualify 
according to the NSABB. 

 

What exactly is meant by “highly virulent” or “highly transmissible” in Rules i and ii? Higher or lower 
virulence and airborne transmissibility of pathogens in ferrets cannot reliably be extrapolated to 
humans. We must take a careful approach by assuming many of these pathogen strains might seed an 
uncontrollable outbreak (pandemic), unless they are deemed not dangerous after careful analysis. 

 
 
 

 
Proposed new rule for Identifying studies (research) of concern 

 
Many of us active in the deliberative process use the expression “potential pandemic pathogens” to 
better identify pathogens of concern, which would focus disagreements on pandemic potential, not 
on the vague word “highly.” 

 

 
Pathogens that exhibit, or reasonably could be expected to exhibit, pandemic potential are abbreviated 
PPPs, obviously standing for potential pandemic pathogens. 

 
“Reasonably could be expected to exhibit” is an important phrase here, as pathogens of concern are 
laboratory-created and are novel, so their pandemic potential has not been observed in nature. With 
this definition of a PPP, the two NSABB rules might be rewritten simply as a single rule: 

 
A study of concern is one that creates in the laboratory or studies a live laboratory-created PPP not 
present in nature that reasonably could be expected to be virulent in humans or transmissible in humans 
by aerosol-droplets or other means of efficient transmission not requiring direct physical contact. 

 
The focus for this proposal is narrowly defined to humans. The NSABB’s “relevant mammalian model” is 
not necessary as part of the definition, although demonstration of mammalian airborne transmission of 
HPAI in ferrets was the original trigger for widespread concern and will remain a trigger for concern. 

 
Ebola is an example of efficient (non-airborne) transmission with and without direct physical 
contact. “Not present in nature” excludes pathogens already in the community prepared from 
plasmids, as is common today for influenza viruses. It also excludes natural strains of pathogens (not 
laboratory-created) already in the community, such as MERS. 
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This rule is an attempt to find a rule(s) that is not too narrow so as to exclude some studies of concern, 
and not too broad so as to include safe studies. From the many discussions leading to this rule, it is clear 
that drafting a perfect rule is likely not possible. The Committees described here will sometimes have to 
make decisions to include or exclude particular studies based on their assessment of virulence, 
transmissibility, and other factors. With experience, the rule may well be modified. 

 
 
 

 
A Committee of Outside Experts to supplement IBC and NIH review 

 
An NSABB quote in this article refers to “NIH and institutional” review. History tells us that institutional 
review followed by NIH review has been ineffective. 

 
Review by institutional biosafety committees (IBCs) has been incompetent to non-existent. See, for 
example, the discussion in Chapter 7, “Who’s Minding the Store,” in Breeding Bio Insecurity where it is 
suggested why IBC’s do not effectively carry out their duties: 

 
“The root of these failures probably lies in the free-spirit culture of scientists unaccustomed to regulations 
and suspicious of them, and the inability of the already-dysfunctional Institutional Biosafety Committees 
to deal with the new era of security regulations.” 

 
The review and oversight process cannot begin unless IBCs contact NIH about questionable research 
project proposals. There should be stiff and enforced penalties for failure to report to the NIH. 

 
The history of NIH review is concerning as well. Again, from Breeding Bio Insecurity: 

 
“[M]ost of the law’s oversight provisions are guidelines and not legally enforceable…the NIH can 
withhold funding from those violating the guidelines. But the agency doesn’t and won’t: too much vital 
research might be impeded. Even prestigious universities pay only lip service to the guidelines, many not 
even that.” 

 
Recent NIH grant awards for the studies that created and researched live matHPAI viruses do not inspire 
confidence in that particular NIH review. It appears that these studies were funded with little 
questioning of their risk, certainly without public discussion. 

 
IBC and NIH review should be supplemented by a Committee of Outside Experts (COE) review. From the 
scientists, ethicists, lawyers, and international policy experts who have participated in the deliberative 
process, it should be possible to put together a committee that represents all facets and views. 

 
The NSABB Draft Final Report agrees that a third committee is needed: 

 
“Finding 3. Oversight policies vary in scope and applicability, and do not cover all potential 
GOFROC, therefore, current oversight is not sufficient for all GOF research of concern.” 

 
and 
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“Recommendation 1. Research proposals involving GOF research of concern entail significant potential risks and 
should receive an additional, multidisciplinary review, prior to determining whether they are acceptable for funding.” 

 

 

Final decisions about proposed studies of concern 
 

The kinds of decisions that might be made range from: 
o Outright banning a particular study in the U.S.  
o Allowing a study to proceed and be funded at an appropriate biocontainment level BSL3, 

BSL4 or BSL4+2 
 

 

When the three committees (the IBC, NIH, and the COE) all agree on a decision that does not call for 
banning the study, the NIH can notify the researchers’ Institution of the decision. If one or more of the 
three committees recommends banning the proposed research, the Final Decision will be made by the 
President from the advice of the WHC. 

 
The obvious reason for high-level WHC review is that a lab escape of a live pathogen could cause an 
uncontrolled outbreak, with thousands to millions of fatalities. Even the relatively mild 2009 H1N1 
pandemic flu killed over 200,000 people around the world. 

 

But there are other reasons as well for Executive-branch review. Casualties outside the U.S. could make 
the U.S. liable for reparations, and certainly international condemnation. Also failure to ban the most 
dangerous research sends a message to the rest of the world saying that such research is acceptable; 
and it may send the wrong message that the U.S. is embarking on the most-dangerous-imaginable 
biological-weapons development. 

 
There is already a framework in place to guide funding decisions for matHPAI research. The 2013 
framework outlines the criteria for funding. 

 
‘Such proposals will undergo additional funding agency review as well as [HHS] Department-level review in order to 
determine its acceptability for funding by HHS…the funding agency will determine whether the proposed research is 
in accord with the following criteria:  
1) The virus anticipated to be generated could be produced through a natural evolutionary process; 
2) The research addresses a scientific question with high significance to public health;  
3) There are no feasible alternative methods to address the same scientific question in a manner that poses less 
risk than does the proposed approach; 
4) Biosafety risks to laboratory workers and the public can be sufficiently mitigated and managed;  
5) Biosecurity risks can be sufficiently mitigated and managed;  
6) The research information is anticipated to be broadly shared in order to realize its potential benefits to 
global health; and  
7) The research will be supported through funding mechanisms that facilitate appropriate oversight of the 
conduct and communication of the research.” 

 
 
 

Presumably, this framework allowed funding of the Kawaoka and Fouchier matHPAI studies before 
the 2014 funding pause and deliberative process. A Committee of Experts could well decide that these 
studies should not be conducted. And the many scientists who signed the Cambridge Working Group 
statement feel that studies such as these should be “curtailed” until they are reviewed again. 
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“For any experiment, the expected net benefits should outweigh the risks. Experiments involving the creation of 
potential pandemic pathogens should be curtailed until there has been a quantitative, objective and credible 
assessment of the risks, potential benefits, and opportunities for risk mitigation, as well as comparison against safer 
experimental approaches.” 

 
To be kept informed of decisions, an appropriate Congressional Committee or Caucus will be notified of 
the Final Decision, along with the three committee’s decisions and explanations. The Congressional 
Biomedical Research Caucus3 is perhaps the best congressional group to keep informed. 

 
Conclusions 

 

Completion of the NSABB deliberative process should not mean the funding pause should be lifted. All 
studies subject to the funding pause should remain unfunded by the NIH until a new review process, 
such as that proposed here, is put in place and new reviews are carried out for all existing studies of 
concern. The U.S. government should also consider stopping all studies of concern regardless of 
funding source until they are reviewed again. 

 
This proposal does not address the dual-use concern that someone will use the research for hostile 
purposes. How to decide what is dual-use research of concern and decisions about its publication 
might follow a procedure similar to that outlined here. 

 
I thank Richard Ebright and an anonymous reviewer with considerable expertise in controversial 
science/technology issues for many rounds of comments on this Opinion article, particularly on 
definitions, the rules, and whether the rules are too narrow or too broad.  

 
 
 

1 Called Federal review by the National Science Advisory Biosecurity Board. Federal review is likely review by the 
NIH Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee (RAC) or the NIH Office of Biotechnology Activities (OBA). It may also 
include review by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).  
2 An additional level of biosafety -- call it BSL-4-plus -- that adds special protections for laboratory work with 
dangerous PPP research. BSL4+ differences from BSL4 include (1) Train full-time technical staff who are dedicated 
to working with highly dangerous pathogens. These staffers would carry out experiments directed by scientists 
who would never need to be present in the BSL-4+ laboratory. With modern audio-video technology, research 
scientists can remotely monitor lab work as if they were present. (2) Require lab staffers to follow up extended 
work shifts with periods of quarantine before they leave the biocontainment area. Such procedures would assure 
that no potential pandemic pathogen escapes from a BSL-4+ lab through a laboratory-acquired infection; anyone 
accidentally infected would show symptoms while still in quarantine.  
3 The Congressional Biomedical Research Caucus (CBRC)…is a bipartisan, bicameral Caucus…Seventy five 
Members of the House of Representatives and nine Members of the Senate comprise the Caucus Membership...   

The Caucus seeks to support the excellent efforts of the congressional committees and Members of Congress 
with jurisdiction over the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the National Science Foundation (NSF), science 
research, and health issues. 
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Comments on NSABB May 6, 2016 Draft Report “Recommendations for the 
Evaluation and Oversight of Proposed Gain of Function Research” 

 
Submitted by: 

Tom Inglesby, MD 
UPMC Center for Health Security 

May 20, 2016 
 

Finding 1: Agree with all 
 

Finding 2: Main points unclear as written. In principle, yes I agree that there are places in the research 
cycle where risks could be managed – if the right policies and effective implementation were in place. 
But as written it implies that the correct US policies are already in place. It cites a range of guidelines 
and policies already in place and suggests that these policies together aim to manage and oversee 
GOFROC. But of those policies cited, only the HHS framework for guiding funding for GOFROC research 
directly relates to this work, and that framework only applies to H5N1 and H7N9 influenza, not for other 
influenza or for other respiratory viruses. All but the HHS framework were in place before the GOFROC 
concerns arose in 2012 and did not stop these experiments (or even flag them as of concern.) This 
finding also implies that federal advisory committees are responsible for oversight or managing risks, 
and it is unclear what this is referring to. It also implies that journal editors are responsible for oversight 
or managing risks – prominent journal editors have said clearly they do not agree that they should bear 
that responsibility and aren’t constituted to implement that. It is correct to note that GOFROC research 
not federally funded does not currently appear to be subject to oversight. It is true that institutional 
oversight will vary widely, depending on local expertise and culture. It is true that data is limited 
regarding the rate and extent of laboratory accidents and near-misses and that no single entity collects 
all relevant accident data. 

 
Finding 3: Agree with some of this, but it does not go far enough. Agree that current policies are not 
sufficient for all GOFROC. However, the Finding implies that research subject to Select Agent rule would 
be receiving oversight for GOFROC issues, and this is not true. It’s also the case that DURC policies have 
not appeared to flag GOFROC research for additional oversight, so we shouldn’t expect that policy to 
identify GOFROC. It is good to point out that GOFROC not funded by USG is currently outside of 
oversight processes, and that should change. Good to point out that other countries fund GOFROC and 
that the US policy has nothing to do with this, but the DRAFT recommendations should say more about 
what the US should do to try to reach international consensus in line with some of the major findings of 
these recommendations. It is important to point out that there are gaps in oversight in US, and that 
there are substantial implementation issues. 

 
Figure 4: Unclear what “Adaptive Policy Approach” means. Would more clearly define this term. I do 
agree with the sentiment expressed that new information and data should influence the policies that 
are established for GOFROC as knowledge and experience gained. Publishing the series of HHS/NIH (and 
other federal agencies) reviews of proposed GOFROC research would be valuable to the research 
community in that it could assess more clearly how decisions are made. These reviews could be 
anonymized as needed and the particulars of new research ideas removed so that intellectual property 
protected. It will be important for the oversight and risk management process to get smarter with 
learning as it evolves. 
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Finding 5: Agree with bolded text. However I do think it is possible to identify GOFROC research as 
being unethical – i.e. proposed GOFROC research would be unethical if it exposes large numbers of the 
public to significant risk without the possibility of substantial public health gain, and if that gain cannot 
be made using any other safer approach. 

 
Finding 6: Agree. But would be clear about what additional oversight and containment mechanisms are 
appropriate for GOFROC, either with definitive recommendations or at least illustrations of what 
additional mechanisms are needed. 

 
Finding 7: Agree. Though draft recommendations should be more specific about what should be done 
internationally. 

 
Recommendation 1: This recommendation is stronger and clearer than in earlier NSABB drafts, but 
some ambiguity remains. The two criteria to identify GOFROC are correct. However the first attribute 
could be clearer. If a newly created pathogen is highly transmissible, it is by definition capable of wide 
and uncontrollable spread in human populations -- these are not separate criteria. Having them listed as 
distinct can confuse understanding. The existence of a countermeasure for a given highly transmissible 
disease should have no impact on whether it is classified capable of wide and uncontrollable spread 
unless it is vaccine that is used nearly universally around the world routinely. In the example of GOFROC 
influenza, it should not matter that there exists a vaccine or therapeutic that is effective because the 
majority of the world will not be able to get such a vaccine or therapeutic. In addition, it will not be able 
to tell in advance of the GOFROC research whether a newly created GOFROC strain would still be 
protected against with existing vaccines or therapeutics. Appendix C is a good example of the kinds of 
teaching and guidance materials that will be useful to give to the research community. As noted above, I 
think a living catalogue of actual experiments that have gone through the GOFROC oversight process 
that is established, with details regarding how decisions were made, would be quite valuable to the 
community. 

 
Principles for guiding review and funding decisions: I think the principles are good. However, these 
principles should dictate not just whether a project should be funded, but also whether it should be 
allowed to go forward even if not funded by the US government. Recommend that bolded text for 
criteria iv says “the same or very similar” question because while it may not be possible for an 
alternative approach to answer exactly the same question, it may be possible for an alternative 
approach to answer a very similar research question that provides equally or nearly equally valuable 
information. 

 
Review Process for Proposals Involving GOFROC: Step 1 – it will be important to assess whether most 
(all?) institutions receiving federal funding have review committees that are deemed (by themselves 
and HHS) capable of making these determinations. If not, then institutions should get help in getting 
ready to do this. Step 2 – this step seems to leave decisions about whether research is GOFROC to the 
funding agency program managers. This doesn’t seem to be a change from the current status quo which 
had did not seem to have stopped any GOFROC experiments prior to the Deliberative Pause. It is not 
clear that program managers who funded the experiments that have now been determined to have 
been GOFROC (by these new NSABB definitions) would agree that these experiments should be named 
GOFROC. Step 3 - A Department level review with a federal panel with diverse views from biosafety, 
biosecurity, ethics public health etc is an appropriate step, but it appears it will not be triggered unless 
program managers within the funding agency determine that something is GOFROC, which as noted 
above, may not occur. The language noted in this step about avoiding real 
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and apparent conflicts of interest should be applied to Step 2 as well. Step 4 – Agree risk management 
is appropriate step. Not clear who determines what is appropriate risk management. There have been 
arguments that GOFROC work should only be done in BL4, but NSABB does not take a position on that. 
And while it lists biocontainment in the text, it is not listed as measure in Box 4. Step 5 – Agree. 

 
Recommendation 2: It is good to plan for the continued engagement of external advisory body on 
these issues, for the reasons articulated. For the committee to be available to all agencies and to be 
free of funding agency constraints, it should sit outside any one particular federal agency. Agree that 
the committee should be engaged with the research and public health communities that care about 
these issues, and it should be transparent and independent. 

 
Recommendation 3: See comments above on need to define “adaptive policy approach. Also see above 
comment regarding how availability of a countermeasure will not something from being highly 
transmissible and easily spread. Even if a countermeasure exists, it will not be available for all or most in 
the world. (unless it is a universally available vaccine, such as a routine childhood vaccine, but it is hard 
to imagine something qualifying as GOFROC that is protected against by a childhood vaccine.) 

 
Recommendation 4: I agree with this in principle - better to have fewer more comprehensive policies 
than fragmented ones. However existing policy frameworks have not been effective for GOFROC so far, 
so would need to ensure the proposals in this report are fully embraced into an existing framework if 
that is going to be the vehicle to make these changes. 

 
Recommendation 5:  Agree. 

 
Recommendation 6: Agree 

 
Recommendation 7: Agree with the recommendation and the text, and the goals stated around 
international engagement are very important. But it would be useful and important for this 
recommendation to provide additional concrete proposals for how to engage the international 
community. The international engagement efforts to date have not been highly attended by the 
international scientific and relevant policy communities and have mostly been limited to US and 
European representatives. It is important to expand those dialogues and to consider concretely what 
norms and international agreements might be established that address GOFROC. 
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From: ROLAN.CLARK  
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2016 12:40 PM 
To: National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NIH/OD) <NSABB@od.nih.gov> 
Subject: please insure words/processes have common meaning 

 
 
 
 

NSABB, 
 

Words are important, especially across different languages and I believe the INTENT of 
any word/process be determined to have a common standing. 

 
I believe there should be a Federal oversight department for ALL biolabs to insure 

common meanings/processes are understood and a single source of reference. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

Rolan O. Clark 
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From: Megan Joan Palmer [mailto:mjpalmer@stanford.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2016 2:00 PM  
To: National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NIH/OD) <NSABB@od.nih.gov> 
Subject: Public comment that was missed 
 

 
Dear Members of the NSABB – 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide public comment. I regret not being able to join you in person. These 
comments do not reflect the positions of the organizations with which I am affiliated. 
 
First, thank you for your hard work and dedication to public service in navigating a very complex task. Thank you 
also for ensuring the public comment remains open beyond today’s meeting so that I - and others - can provide 
ongoing and more detailed feedback as your recommendations proceed to the next stage. 
 
I’ve been encouraged to hear some thoughtful reflections on the role of the NSABB and some important questions 
regarding the implementation of your recommendations and the precedent they set. 
 
I wanted to highlight and emphasize three points of discussion that have been raised yet I believe have not been 
sufficiently addressed. 
 
First, the NSABB has an important opportunity at this stage to reflect critically on the success and failures of the 
process they have just undertaken – and to share these reflections with the government to inform what its role can 
and should be in the future. This reflection is especially important given the recommendations you have made 
regarding future advisory boards with roles that partly overlap with the originally envisioned role of the NSABB. 
There have been many challenging questions about the scope and authority of this group, and capturing these 
reflections will be important to deciding whether the narrow focus on GOF, the types of risk-benefit and ethical 
analyses, and the authority and composition of the board sets a good precedent. 
 
A second related point is to encourage you to critically examine the potential unintended consequences of your 
recommendations being adopted beyond GoFRoC. It should be made more clear within your comments the extent 
to which you believe these set a meaningful precedent for the principles and structure of oversight beyond gain of 
function research. Choices made in the name of expediency – such as only examining human health – may not be 
something you want to promote more broadly 
 
Last, there have been important questions about the clarity and specificity of your recommendations and how they 
might be perceived and implemented – and most importantly who might implement them with what resources. I 
realize that your role is advisory, that several of you have said you do not feel comfortable making more specific 
recommendations, and that ex-officio members have been clear that they are prepared to continue to dig into the 
details. However I wanted to encourage you to include a recommendation that the research into implementation – 
the design of the details - be performed as openly as possible. Many of you have expressed that it will be vital to 
promote learning between institutions and emphasizing that opening up this process is important to this learning - 
and will require resources – is an important message. 
 
Best, 
 

 
Megan J. Palmer, Ph.D. 

 
Senior Research Scholar; William J. Perry Fellow in International Security  
Center for International Security and Cooperation (CISAC), Stanford University 
mobile: 617.894.4447 
work: 650.725.8929 
e-mail: mjpalmer@stanford.edu 
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Executive summary 
 

The recent US moratorium on certain types of Gain-of-Function‡ (GoF) research1 made it clear that a 
new approach is needed to balance the costs and benefits of potentially risky research.2 Current risk 
management tools work well in the context of most laboratory risk, where risks are local.3 
However, in the case of potential pandemic pathogens, even a very low probability of accident 
could be unacceptable given the consequences of a global pandemic. Although quantitative 
assessment is feasible for these low-probability, high-stakes risks, simultaneously comparing these 
risks with the qualitative benefits of such research is an especially difficult task.4 

 

In this policy working paper we outline an approach for handling decisions about GoF research 
of concern. Our central policy objective is that: 
 

Proposals for research projects with the possibility of catastrophic accident should have an 
independent estimate of the expected damage, and this figure should be explicitly included in the cost 
of the research project. 

 

Our policy objective has three key advantages: 
 

1. It keeps decisions about which science is worth funding in the hands of scientists.  
2. It incentivizes sponsors to fund research only when the scientific merit outweighs the 

costs because the negative externalities are considered as part of the cost of the 
research project - without the need for a direct benefit-cost analysis.  

3. It provides a generalizable solution, which can be applied to other emerging risks 
from science and technology. 

 

We propose and compare two different approaches to achieving the policy objective.  
 
 
 
‡ In this paper we use the term ‘Gain-of-Function’ to refer only to the research covered by the recent White House moratorium. 

 
Notes: We are grateful to Carrick Flynn for research assistance and to Anthony Aguirre, Leah Broad, Marc Lipsitch, Kathryn Mecrow, 
Piers Millett, and Stefan Schubert for their comments on drafts.  
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The first is to establish strict liability for any damages that result from GoF research of concern, 
and to require grant-holders to purchase liability insurance as part of the grant. The strength of 
this approach is market-based and incentivizes insurers to price externalities correctly. 

 

The second approach is to centrally commission assessments of absolute risk and require a payment 
to a state or non-state body to cover the expected cost. The strength of this approach is that it works 
even if there may be no clear liability after the fact, so could address biosecurity as well as biosafety 
risks. 

 

Framing the issue 
 

Recent controversy has emerged around certain types of GoF research. Scientists remain deeply 
divided on both the benefits and the risks of such research.5 

 

The controversy culminated in a moratorium on GoF research of concern pending an 
independent assessment of the risks and benefits. The NIH commissioned an assessment from 
Gryphon Scientific, released in December 2015. The report did not draw firm conclusions on 
whether the benefits of such research outweighed the risks.6 

 

Challenges of risk-benefit analysis for scientific research  
In principle, analysing the risks and the benefits of research and weighing these against each other 
is the correct way to determine whether to pursue risky research. In practice, both sides of this are 
very difficult to analyse. Gryphon Scientific was able to present a tentative quantitative analysis of 
absolute biosafety risk, but only a qualitative analysis of the benefits of the research and of the 
biosecurity risk.7 That this major review was not able to analyse risks and benefits on a common 
scale demonstrates the difficulty of this type of analysis. 

 

Existing solution: the scientific grant process  
The scientific grant-making process is the primary mechanism for assessing the uncertain benefits 
of research against their costs, including the opportunity cost of unfunded research. Although it 
is hard to judge quantitatively, expert reviewers assess the potential for scientific excellence in 
different proposals. They must regularly make trade-offs between projects with disparate and 
uncertain benefits. 

 

GoF experiments are the outcomes of successful grants. But these are currently assessed 
primarily on the basis of scientific merit and potential benefits, with comparatively little 
emphasis on the scope of possible risks. Risks from research, just like the benefits, impose an 
externality on the public. Because the risks are not considered as explicitly, a risky project could 
get funding over a safer one which has equal or only slightly lower expected benefit. This means 
that the public is implicitly subsidising risky research relative to safe research. 

 

Our policy approach  
Since the benefits are difficult to assess, any direct comparison of risks and benefits is extremely 
difficult, even when the risks are well-quantified. Rather than employing a direct comparison, we  
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suggest using an absolute risk assessment to price the expected risk, and to explicitly include this 
cost in grant proposals. This allows the scientists making grant allocations to use their judgement to 
pick projects with the greatest potential benefits, given their true social costs. 
 

A generalizable solution  
Biotechnology is not the only research area that could create the potential for small probability, 
high impact risks. Other fields might need to grapple with similar governance issues.8 A solution 
that could be extended to other fields, with moderately straightforward generalizations, might 
avoid harmful controversy and delays while the issues are resolved. Our approach is likely to be 
generalizable in this sense. 
 

Policy target: have risks priced into grants 
 

In this section, we outline the intended results of pricing risk externalities into grants. We 
explain what this would look like, why we think it would be beneficial, and how it could 
perform better than existing safety approaches. In the next sections, we explore two potential 
mechanisms for achieving this. 
 

Key policy target  
Our central aim is: 
 

Proposals for research projects with the possibility of catastrophic accident should have an 
independent estimate of the expected damage, and this figure should be explicitly included in the cost 
of the research project. 

 

If the cost is explicitly included, the project would internalise the negative externality associated 
with risks to the public. For now, we set aside the issues of where the independent estimate 
comes from, or where the money to cover this explicit cost goes. We will return to these questions 
in the next two sections. 
 

Benefits of achieving this target  
The principal benefit would be to keep decisions about experiments in the hands of scientists, 
who are best-placed to evaluate the potential benefits, while removing the implicit subsidy for 
risky research over safer research. 
 

This would have a number of instrumental benefits. First, it should mean that experiments are 
funded precisely when the benefits outweigh the costs ( including both the risks and the 
opportunity costs of not funding other experiments). Second, it would incentivize scientists and 
laboratories to look for alternative ways to run experiments that would reduce the risk, as this could 
reduce their extra costs. 
 

While there are significant existing biosafety measures, in many nations these are driven by regulations 
focused primarily on occupational health (the safety of lab workers), rather than public health.9 This 
focus accurately reflects the median historical risk, since most lab acquired infections  
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have not been passed on. However, it does not reflect the risks posed by experiments which could 
cause pandemics, where most of the risk exists in the small chance of catastrophic public damage. 
Our proposal would incentivize effective ways to minimise these risks. 
 

Effects on grant process and domain of applicability  
The independent risk assessment could take place before grant applications are submitted (at the 
request of the group intending to apply for a grant) or after the grant application is submitted (at 
the request of the grant body). In either case, some time and work would be needed for a proper 
risk assessment. 
 

If it affects many areas of research, this requirement would significantly increase bureaucratic 
overhead. Accordingly, we recommend that if implemented, it initially apply only to the GoF 
research which is covered by the recent US moratorium. In the future, it could potentially be 
extended to other areas which pose significant risk to public health. 
 

Effects on funding  
Laboratories currently receive an implicit subsidy because they do not fully internalize the 
probabilistic costs of their dangerous activities. If the larger research community were asked to 
internalize this cost out of their existing limited budget allocation, it would represent an additional 
unfunded overhead expense and a functional shrinking of the budget available for actual research. 
Since research is potentially of great benefit to humanity, this may not be desirable. Instead we 
recommend that the government proportionally increase funding for life sciences research to 
compensate for this additional expense. Although this would increase explicit expenditure by the 
government in the form of larger research budgets, governments are already responsible for public 
health crisis management. This essentially transfers expenditure, from crisis management to crisis 
prevention, by making the implicit subsidy explicit. The primary advantage of this budget 
reallocation is that it allows for the same functional cost to the public, while removing the 
distortion of incentives created by the hidden externalities. 
 

 

Reporting and safety culture 
 
Any approach which penalises laboratories for reporting accidents and near misses in a timely 
way might harm biosafety and biosecurity in the long run. Reduced reporting makes it harder to 
use lessons from mistakes to improve lab design and impairs accident response. Mechanisms for 
pricing risk will work best if they avoid creating perverse incentives around reporting, and we 
believe that the mechanisms we describe below can be constructed in a way that does so. 
 

 

First potential mechanism: mandatory liability insurance 
 

Our first approach is market-based. Laboratories conducting experiments in the appropriate class could 
be mandated to purchase insurance against liability claims arising from accidents associated with their 
research. Ideally, this research should be explicitly classified as an "inherently dangerous activity" by 
the legislature. This will establish strict liability for any damages caused by accidents,  
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which means that laboratories would be liable even if there was no negligence. Strict liability is 
already legally established for other inherently dangerous activities analogous to this research, 
and might well be the legal standard used in many common law jurisdictions in a GoF case even 
without legislative intervention. The advantage of making this clearly established is that it would 
provide laboratories with strong incentives to minimise risk. 

 

It is beneficial to require insurance, rather than just ensure there is liability, because of the 
“judgement proof problem.”10 Many universities currently self-insure against the damage of 
accidents in their research. This makes sense for occupational and small-scale public health issues, 
but for cases where there is a small chance of catastrophic damage, the institution may not have 
enough assets to cover the potential damage. Additionally, a blanket policy of self-insurance may 
mean that financial planners within universities do not even carefully consider liability risks of 
their specific research activities. 

 

Advantages of the liability approach  
There are a number of advantages to taking this market-based approach. First, it is a relatively light 
intervention, requiring less ongoing work from the state. Second, it incentivizes insurers to 
accurately estimate risks, reducing possible politicisation of the risk assessment process. Scientists 
and engineers would also be incentivised to devise effective safety protocols to reduce their 
institutions’ insurance premiums. Imposing liability has been seen to improve outcomes in other 
domains such as occupational safety, medicine, and general risk management in non-profits and 
governmental agencies.11 

 

Possible issues with the liability approach  
A big question about mandatory insurance is whether insurers would in fact be willing to insure 
against these outcomes. There are two main reasons why they might not. 

 

The first is that the potential risks are simply too large. A bad global pandemic could kill hundreds 
of millions of people, and even the largest reinsurers would be unable to absorb this cost without 
bankrupting themselves (costs above this level will be implicitly backed by the state or the public 
in any case). It is better to be explicit, and cap liability at a specific industry-wide figure. If the cap 
were sufficiently high, the effect would be improved risk aversion, even if the tail risk for the 
insurer were not fully internalised. 

 

Secondly, the risks are hard to model and the market would be small. Developing models to 
estimate the risk could be more costly than the expected profit from participating in the market. 
Moreover, developing these models is a difficult task requiring rare expertise. However, insurers 
already have models for other hard-to-anticipate risks, such as terrorism and global pandemics. 
If necessary, the development of appropriate models to facilitate this insurance could be 
explicitly subsidised. 

 

Aside from whether or not insurers are willing to take on the risk, there are challenges to 
international adoption. For example, it may prove difficult to harmonise liability laws 
across jurisdictions, particularly in international collaborations. 
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Aside from the question of whether any firms would be willing to insure against this risk, liability 
insurance can potentially increase moral hazard, by making actors less responsible for the 
consequences of their actions. If the deductible/excess on the insurance were set correctly, it could 
reduce the moral hazard while averting the judgement-proof problem. It also seems that in the 
particular case of GoF experiments undertaken to benefit public health, the nonfinancial 
consequences for any scientist who was involved in an accident with major harms to the public 
would be great enough to serve as a deterrent to reckless behaviour, even if financial 
consequences were mitigated by holding liability insurance. 

 

Finally, depending on which legal framework is used in these types of cases, the market-based 
approach might not be able to capture various biosecurity risks. This is because it will likely be 
difficult in these instances to attribute a disaster to a specific project. This is particularly true with 
information biosecurity risks. It may, however, be possible to employ other methods of 
attribution, such as ‘market share’ liability. In contrast, the approach in the next section could 
potentially treat biosecurity risks in the same way as biosafety risks. 

 

Second potential mechanism: centrally-commissioned risk assessments 
 

The second approach is to centralise risk assessments. When an area of potential concern is 
identified, a body commissioned by the state would perform an analysis of the risks involved. This 
might be similar to the recent Gryphon Scientific analysis, except that it would not attempt to 
analyse the benefits, and it would focus only on producing the best-estimate absolute risk analysis 
for different kinds of work, rather than leaving it at a qualitative level. This absolute risk analysis 
would present its outcomes in monetary terms, using Value of Statistical Life figures to convert 
fatalities into a cost. 

 

In order to do work of the relevant type, laboratories would be required to pay the corresponding 
cost to a central authority. This would most naturally be the body or bodies likely to absorb the cost 
in the event of catastrophe; such as the government’s public health and disaster management 
agencies. It could also be used, in part or whole, to support the cost of the risk assessments. 

 

Advantages of centrally-commissioned risk assessments  
Compared to the market-based approach, centralising the risk assessments has two main benefits. 
First, it can be done without needing to persuade insurers to enter the market. Second, it does not 
suffer from the same legal uncertainties as the market-based approach. This is especially relevant in 
the biosecurity context, where attribution might be difficult. The Gryphon Scientific report 
concluded that the biosecurity risks looked at least as large as the biosafety risks, so this may be a 
significant benefit. 

 

Questions and issues for centrally-commissioned risk assessments  
Three unresolved questions are: 

 

1) Who would make the risk assessments? This could potentially be an independent agency or  
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an outside contractor. It might be difficult to build the capacity to do the assessments 
well; note that the Gryphon Scientific report did not fully support the absolute risk 
analysis it presented, and did not offer any absolute risk analysis for biosecurity risks.  

2) Who should receive the money that is included in the price of the grant? Should it be 
retained at the national level, or shared internationally (since the risks are global)? 

3) How would this system work with international collaboration or non-domestic accidents? 
 

A potentially larger issue is ensuring fair and accurate risk assessments. In the case of liability 
insurance, market forces help align the incentives to motivate insurers to make accurate risk 
assessments. If assessments are centrally commissioned, there is no such force keeping them 
in check, which means they would be at risk of becoming politicised. 
 

Comparisons 
 

We have outlined the advantage of our approach, which works by aligning the incentives for 
scientists and funding bodies more closely with those of society as a whole. This may be the only 
way to keep the assessment of the benefits of scientific research purely in the hands of scientists, 
while also reducing risks when appropriate. We have explored two different ways to achieve 
this. Each has its own advantages and disadvantages. 
 

Overall, the liability approach is more market based. As a result, the risk-assessors have a 
financial incentive to accurately estimate risk, and political pressures are diminished. It might also 
be easier to use as a template internationally. Since the risks are global and the potentially risky 
research is not being pursued in just one country, being able to build global solutions is valuable. 
 

The main benefit of the centrally-commissioned analysis approach is that it bypasses potential 
legal difficulties with attribution. It may therefore be a more general tool, able to correct incentives 
for a larger class of risks (such as biosecurity risks and information hazards). 
 

For both approaches, it is important not to punish reporting of laboratory acquired infections or 
other accidents and near misses. Accurate information and a culture of open reporting are vital for 
laboratory safety and disease prevention. 
 

Conclusions 
 

Our approach is not to suggest a specific policy, but rather to outline different options which 
would facilitate a better evaluation of benefits and risks. We have suggested two quite different 
methods for achieving this. One relies more on market mechanisms, while the other depends on 
central oversight. Both would require the strong support of regulatory bodies. Each of them has a 
number of advantages and disadvantages. We do not feel we are in the right position to conclude 
decisively in favour of one over the other. We would like to encourage discussion among 
stakeholders of the relative merits of the two approaches.  
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From: Lynn Klotz [mailto:lynnklotz@live.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 08, 2016 9:12 AM 
To: elizabeth_cameron@nsc.eop.gov; Laura Holgate < laura_s.h._ 
holgate@nsc.eop.gov>; gerald.epstein@hq.dhs.gov; gepstein@alum.mit.edu; Chris 
Parks <parkch2@state.gov> Cc: Jo Husbands <jhusband@nas.edu>; Viggiani, 
Christopher (NIH/OD) [E] <christopher.viggiani@nih.gov>  
Subject: On NSC, OSTP, and Department of State GOF policy development 

 
Dear NSC, OSTP, and Department of State Senior Officials 

 
The NSABB’s final recommendations on gain-of-function research will soon be turned over to 
you to develop policy, which is why I am now sending you my attached response to the May 
24 NASBB meeting. It is titled “Commentary and Revised Proposal: Decision Mechanism for 
Creating and/or Researching Potential Pandemic Pathogens.” 

 
I know it is a presumptuous of me to suggest to you a detailed mechanism for deciding what 
gain-of-function research-of-concern (GOFROC) should or should not be allowed to proceed 
in U.S. laboratories. Clearly, the NSC, OSTP and the Department of State will work out policy 
on this issue; nevertheless, there are reasons for sending my proposal to you. 

 
(1) I am concerned that the NSABB/NIH will decide almost all this research should proceed, 
even though there is a large group of us who believe the most dangerous research should not 
proceed (See for instance, http://www.cambridgeworkinggroup.org/ and https://safesci.org/). 

 
(2) From discussion at the May 24 meeting, it seems the NSABB wants to keep decisions within 
the NIH, with experts outside the NIH just looking in on the decision process from time-to-time. 
In my view, experts must be intimately involved in decision-making. In my proposal, I indicate 
one way to involve experts. 

 
Institutional review followed by NIH review has been ineffective in the past. Historically, review 
by institutional biosafety committees (IBCs) has been incompetent to non-existent. IBCs can be  
unduly influenced by their institution’s scientists, who often have a free-spirit culture unaccustomed to regulations 
and suspicious of them. Furthermore, I am concerned with the inability of the already-dysfunctional institutional 
biosafety committees to deal with the new era of security regulations. 

 
The history of NIH review is concerning as well. Most of the NIH’s oversight provisions are guidelines  
and not legally enforceable. The NIH can withhold funding from those violating the guidelines. But the agency 
doesn’t and won’t. Even prestigious universities pay only lip service to the guidelines, many not even that. 

 
Recent NIH grant awards for the studies that created and researched live mammalian-airborne-
transmissible highly-pathogenic-avian-influenza (matHPAI) viruses do not inspire confidence in 
that particular NIH review. It appears that these studies were funded with little questioning of 
their risk, certainly without public discussion. 

 
(3) The NSABB has turned a deaf ear to us. Only after the March meeting at the NAS has the 
NSABB began to pay any attention to our concerns. 
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The attached proposal discusses my concerns with the NSABB decision-making rules and 
principles and outlines one way in which review of GOFROC might be better carried out for the 
safety of all of us. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
Lynn Klotz, PhD 
Senior Science Fellow 
Center for Arms Control and Non-proliferation 
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Commentary and Revised Proposal: 
 

Decision Mechanism for Creating and/or 
 

Researching Potential Pandemic Pathogens 
 
 

 
Lynn C. Klotz, PhD, 
Senior Science Fellow, Center for Arms Control and Non-proliferation. 
Dr. Klotz may be reached at lynnklotz@live.com 

 
June 7, 2016 

 
The NSABB defines Gain of Function Research of Concern (GOFROC) as “research that has the potential 
to generate pathogens with pandemic potential in humans…” 1 While GOFROC accurately defines the 
research we are concerned with here, saying and reading the word “GOFROC” is unappealing. In this 
commentary and revision, I will use the NSABB’s old term “studies of concern,” to mean the same as 
GOFROC. 

 
Presumably, NSABB’s role will end with suggesting a detailed procedure for making decisions: 

 
“[T]he White House Office of Science and Technology Policy and Department of Health and Human Services today 
announced that the U.S. Government is launching a deliberative process to assess the potential risks and benefits 
associated with a subset of life sciences research known as “gain-of-function” studies…The NSABB will serve as the 
official Federal advisory body for providing advice on oversight of this area of dual-use research, in keeping with 
Federal rules and regulations…[and] will inform the development and adoption of a new U.S. Government policy 
regarding gain-of-function research.” 

 
A chain of steps should be followed to make a decision whether a study of concern should or should 
not be conducted. The steps are: 

 
1. Identifying studies of concern 
2. Expert review of studies of concern 
3. Making decisions on particular studies of concern. 
4. Continuing oversight of conducted studies of concern 

 
In order to protect us from an escape of a laboratory-generated potential pandemic pathogen (PPP) 
each link in the chain must be strong. The main goal of this commentary is to make suggestions to 
strengthen each link in the chain. 

 
1. Identifying studies of concern 

 
The review and oversight process cannot begin unless Institutional Biosafety Committees (IBCs) report 
to NIH potential studies of concern at their institution. There should be severe penalties for failure to 
report. Penalties should be at least as severe as those for violations of the Select Agent Program, which 
are up to $500,000 fines, and for some violations up to five years imprisonment. Severe penalties should 
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force IBCs to err on the cautious side. We must take a cautious approach as potential 
pandemic pathogens could seed an uncontrollable outbreak. 
 
The IBCs must understand clearly the definition of studies of concern. As of May 24, 2016, the NSABB 
defines GOFROC (studies of concern) as  

“GOF research of concern is research that can be reasonably anticipated to generate a pathogen with both of 
the following attributes: 
1. The pathogen generated is likely highly transmissible and likely capable of wide and uncontrollable spread 
in human populations.  
AND 
2. The pathogen generated is likely highly virulent and likely to cause significant morbidity and/or mortality in 

humans.” 2 
 
These two rules define PPPs. But the definition is a bit complicated, and taking literally the 
connecting conjunction “AND” could result in not reporting some research that should be reported as 
studies of concern. 
 
The phrase “can be reasonably anticipated to generate a pathogen” with certain attributes appears to 
convey the same message as the word “likely” in the two rules; however, the word “likely” modifies the 
words “highly transmissible…in human populations” and “highly virulent…in humans” What exactly is 
meant by “highly virulent” or “highly transmissible” in rules 1 and 2? Higher or lower virulence and 
airborne transmissibility of pathogens in ferrets or mice cannot be extrapolated reliably to humans. We 
don’t know how virulent or transmissible lab-generated PPPs will be in humans, as they are not present 
in human populations. 
 
With a slight change in wording from my previous commentary to re-state and slightly expand upon the 
latest NSABB language, I rewrite the two NSABB rules as: 
 

A study of concern is research that can be reasonably anticipated to generate a pathogen or employs a 
live laboratory-created pathogen, not presently in nature, with one or both of the following attributes:  
1. could cause significant morbidity and/or mortality in humans.  
OR 
2. could be transmissible in humans by aerosol-droplets or other means of transmission not requiring direct physical 
contact. 

 
The rules have been expanded to include research that employs a previously-created live PPP, as 
escape from a laboratory would be just as dangerous. The rules have also been expanded to include 
pathogens such as Ebola virus, which is an example of efficient (non-airborne) transmission without 
direct person to person physical contact. “Not present in nature” excludes pathogens already in the 
community prepared from plasmids, as is common today for influenza viruses. It also excludes natural 
strains of pathogens (not laboratory-created) already in the community, such as MERS. 
 
The word “could” takes into account that we don’t know if lab-generated pathogens will be less or more 
virulent or transmissible in humans than animals, as they are not present in human populations. 
 
The word “AND” in the NSABB definition has been changed to “OR”. The conjunction, or, has the logical 
meaning of and/or. Changing to “or” would give expert reviewers more latitude in deciding whether a 
study should not be conducted. In some instances, it might make sense to decide that only one of the 
two both attributes would be necessary to decide that a study should not be conducted. In others, both 
might be necessary. 
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To make the discussion more real, take two examples of already conducted research. 
 
2009 pandemic H1N1 and H3N2 influenza viruses were made potentially capable of causing more 
widespread infection by selecting mutants that could escape immune responses generated against the 
parent viruses. These antigenic escape mutants could infect and be transmissible in those previously 
immune. This research might not be captured as a study of concern with the NSABB definition, since the 
virus strains might not be judged to be highly virulent in humans because the 2009 H1N1 flu virus was 
not particularly deadly. Regardless of anyone’s definition of “highly” that pandemic did cause significant 
morbidity and mortality world-wide, and so should be considered a study of concern to be reviewed. 
 
Mammalian-airborne-transmissible, highly-pathogenic avian influenza viruses (matHPAI): Some of these 
potentially dangerous matHPAI viruses have been created in the laboratories of Ron Fouchier and 
Yoshihiro Kawaoka. If one of these viruses escaped a laboratory, it could seed a pandemic with 
thousands to millions of human fatalities. By almost everyone’s definition, these strains would qualify as 
studies of concern because they “could” be highly virulent and highly transmissible in humans. 
 
Both the NSABB rules and my rules are focused narrowly to humans. Similar rules and decision-making 
chains for plant and agricultural animal pathogens should be considered. 
 

 
2. Expert review of studies of concern 
 
A proactive and on-going review process for studies of concern should involve three committees. After 
an Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) refers a potential study of concern to NIH for review and 
recommendations3, the actual decision process should then be in the hands of a third committee (here 
called the White -House Committee or WHC) . This committee would include members from the 
National Security Council (NSC), the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), the Department of 
State, and the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). 
 
WHC membership should include non-government experts as well--in particular, members of the 
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and other non-government experts. This group would include 
experts in molecular virology, epidemiology, public health, ethics, and international law. The non-
government experts would have an advisory non-voting role on decisions for each study of 
concern. Because many of the nation’s most respected scientists are NAS members, the NAS should 
have the major role for nominating non-government experts to the WHC. 
 
This WHC Committee composition would help ensure that dual-use security concerns, biosafety risk 
to the community, and international ramifications are addressed. 
 
3. Final decisions about proposed studies of concern 
 
Final decisions about proposed studies of concern--whether the study could be conducted, 
protocols and restrictions that must be followed, and biosafety requirements—will be made by the 
WHC. The kinds of decisions that might be made range from: 

o Outright banning a particular study in the U.S.  
o Allowing a study to proceed and be funded at an appropriate biocontainment level BSL3, 

BSL4 or BSL4+4 
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with many possible decisions in between. 
 
Decisions must take into account risk-benefit, biosafety, biosecurity, ethical, and international 
consequences such as demands for reparations for morbidity and mortality from a laboratory escape or 
theft. Allowing the most dangerous research to proceed sends a message to other nations that such 
research is acceptable; and it may send the wrong message that the U.S. is embarking on the most-
dangerous-imaginable biological weapons development. 
 
There is a framework in place to guide funding decisions for studies of concern. The 2013 framework 
outlines the criteria for funding. The NSABB has suggested a somewhat different framework for studies 

of concern:5 

 
“Principles that should guide the review of and funding decisions about research proposals anticipated to involve 
GOF studies of concern:  
i. The research proposal has been evaluated by a peer-review process and determined to be scientifically 
meritorious, with high impact on the research field(s) involved.  
ii. The pathogen that is anticipated to be generated must be judged, based on scientific evidence, to be able to arise 
by natural processes.  
iii. An assessment of the overall potential risks and benefits associated with the project determines that the 
potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to society are justified.  
iv. There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative methods to address the same scientific question in a manner 
that poses less risk than does the proposed approach.  
v. The investigator and institution proposing the research have the demonstrated capacity and commitment to 
conduct it safely and securely, and have the ability to respond rapidly and adequately to laboratory accidents and 
security breaches. 
vi. The results of the research are anticipated to be broadly shared in compliance with applicable laws and regulations 
in order to realize its potential benefits to global health.  
vii. The research will be supported through funding mechanisms that allow for appropriate management of risks 
and ongoing Federal and institutional oversight of all aspects of the research throughout the course of the project.  
viii. The proposed research is ethically justifiable.” 

 
I have some concerns over the wording in this new framework. In general, they should be labelled 
Guidelines, not Principles. My main specific concern is over Principle iv. The mutations responsible for 
airborne transmission of matHPAI strains found by Fouchier can be found by alternative methods that 
do not employ live viruses, so the risk of a lab escape seeding a pandemic is effectively zero. There is 
always a risk that a strain will escape a laboratory by accident or theft. Alternative methods are likely 
faster at finding these mutations. However, they don't prove a role in transmissibility, only suggest it, 
but that disadvantage is more than offset by the fact that risk is essentially eliminated. There are a 
number of publications that compare gain-of-function methods with alternative methods (for instance, 
here, here, here, and here6). 
 
I would judge the alternative methods “equally efficacious;” however, in general, this judgement should 
be a consideration of the reviewing committee on a case-by-case basis, not stated as an absolute 
Principle. The words “equally efficacious” should be deleted. Principle iv would then read: “There are 
no feasible, alternative methods to address the same scientific question in a manner that poses less risk 
than does the proposed approach. 
 
Some final thoughts 
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To be kept informed of decisions, an appropriate Congressional Committee or Caucus will be notified of 
the final decisions and explanations. The Congressional Biomedical Research Caucus7 is perhaps the 
appropriate congressional group to keep informed. 
 
Completion of the NSABB deliberative process should not mean the funding pause should be lifted. 
All studies subject to the funding pause should remain unfunded by the NIH until a new review 
process, such as that proposed here, is put in place and new reviews are carried out for all existing 
studies of concern. 
 
The U.S. government should also consider pausing all studies of concern regardless of funding source 
until they are reviewed again. The many scientists who signed the Cambridge Working Group statement 
feel that studies such as these should be “curtailed” until further reviewed: 
 

“For any experiment, the expected net benefits should outweigh the risks. Experiments involving the creation of 
potential pandemic pathogens should be curtailed until there has been a quantitative, objective and credible 
assessment of the risks, potential benefits, and opportunities for risk mitigation, as well as comparison against safer 
experimental approaches.” 

 
In order to maintain continuity in the review and decision-making process, civil service employees should 
manage that process, as most political appointments will change with changing elected officials. 
 
This proposal does not address the dual-use concern that someone will repeat the research for 
hostile purposes.  
 

 
1 Joseph Kanabrocki May 24 presentation titled: NSABB Working Group Draft Report: Recommendations for the 
Evaluation and Oversight of Proposed Gain-of-Function Research  
2 ibid 

3 Called Federal review by the National Science Advisory Biosecurity Board. Federal review is likely review by the 
NIH Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee (RAC) or the NIH Office of Biotechnology Activities (OBA). It may also 
include review by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). 
4 An additional level of biosafety -- call it BSL-4-plus -- that adds special protections for laboratory work with 
dangerous PPP research. BSL4+ differences from BSL4 include (1) Train full-time technical staff who are dedicated 
to working with highly dangerous pathogens. These staffers would carry out experiments directed by scientists 
who would never need to be present in the BSL-4+ laboratory. With modern audio-video technology, research 
scientists can remotely monitor lab work as if they were present. (2) Require lab staffers to follow up extended 
work shifts with periods of quarantine before they leave the biocontainment area. Such procedures would assure 
that no potential pandemic pathogen escapes from a BSL-4+ lab through a laboratory-acquired infection; anyone 
accidentally infected would show symptoms while still in quarantine.  
5 Joseph Kanabrocki May 24 presentation op. cit. titled: NSABB Working Group Draft Report: Recommendations for 
the Evaluation and Oversight of Proposed Gain-of-Function Research 

6 M Lipsitch, Comment on “Gain-of-Function Research and the Relevance to Clinical Practice”, J Infect Dis., in press.  
7 The Congressional Biomedical Research Caucus (CBRC)…is a bipartisan, bicameral Caucus…Seventy five 
Members of the House of Representatives and nine Members of the Senate comprise the Caucus Membership...  

The Caucus seeks to support the excellent efforts of the congressional committees and Members of Congress with 
jurisdiction over the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the National Science Foundation (NSF), science research, 
and health issues. 


